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Congressman Gray Visits The Inland Empire
Congressman William H.
Gray, III, Majority Whip for the
U.S. House of Representatives,
will visit the Inland Empire on
Monday, October 22. He will
meet with various groups to discuss pending legislation as the
guest of Congressman George
Brown, Jr. (D- S.B.,
Riverside).

He will be the guest at a be held in the afternoon at the
luncheon hosted by the African Hilton Hotel in San Bernardino,
American Chamber of andat4:00p.m.areceptionwill
Commerce and the Riversid~ be held at the Townsend Family
Hispanic Chamber of Commerce home in Rialto. The cost for the
at the Mayor's Ceremonial Room Townsend reception is $25.00.
in Riverside. The roundtable
Congressman Gray is serving
luncheon will held at 12:00 his sixth term representing
noon. The cost is $12.50.
Pennsylvania's 2nd ConA minister's reception will gressional District. Holding the
number three leadership post in
the House, Gray (with the
Speaker of the House and
Majority Leader) sets legislative
minority parents and requesting priorities and assembles the matheir participation. "Staff has jorities to implement them.
Rep. Gray is a leading
been directed to get more
minorities involved. Go the extra spokesman on the U. S. policy

Dr. Wright: Quiet Man Of
Action
Dr. C. Wesley Wright is a
candidate for re-election to the
Riverside Unified School District
Board of Education.
Wright has been targeted by
some segments of the Riverside
community for his low key
persona and not being visible in
the community. Wright counters
this by saying, he attends many
functions as they relate to the
individual schools.
His supporters call him one
of the most effective Board
members and one of the greatest
people in the area. Wright
divides his time between the
school board, his medical
practice and his wife, who has
been ill for many years. Wright
is completely devoted to her
care. He alone takes care of her
every need. "I think he is a
hero." said Jean Grier. Everyone
who knows what he does
admires and respects him. His
supporters agree he doesn't like
to brag on what he does to help
individuals. However, his quiet,
diplomatic way has helped many
in.the district
Wright, was responsible for
changing the method of in-house
interviewing practices. This was
a response to a complaint by an
African American female who
complained to Wright because
she was screened out before she
could get to the interview panel
although she was qualified to do
the job. Because of Wright, the
entire orocess has been chan2ed
Wright is also concerned
with parent participation. He
already has the staff going the
extra mile to involve parents by
instituting a system of
personalization by calling the

step. "he said.
Wright has also lead the
move to include more minorities
in the GATE program. "It use to
be a few ellitist persons who
were not of color involved in
GATE," he said. "We must
make certain the identifying
process includes all races."
"I have always been
concerned about the "at risk"
student," he said. In his next
term he will focus more
resources on these students.
Another area of concern for
Wright is the area of ability to
learn. "We must realize all
students can learn, but beyond
this the student must be made to
feel he can learn." he said.
"Many teachers don't believe
students have the same ability,
Continued on A-2

in Africa. He authored the House
version of the Anti-Apartheid

the Congressional Black Caucus
Foreign Affairs Braintrust.

Acts of 1985 and 1986, sponsored the Emergency Food Aid
Bill for Ethiopia in 1984, and
wrote the bill that established the
African Development Foundation
in 1980.
Rep. Gray will travel with

An ordained Baptist minister,
Gray earned graduate degrees
from Drew Theological
Seminary and the Princeton
Theological Seminary. He is a
member of the Elks, the Masons,
and Alpha Phi Alpha. He is
married to the former Andrea
Dash . They have three sons.

Congressman Brown to meet
with minority business group_s
and clergy on both San
Bernardino and Riverside counties. He will conclude the day at
a reception for Congressman
Brown in Rialto, where he will
also be joined by Rep. Mervyn
Dymally (D-Compton), Chair of

For more information on
the Gray luncheon, receptions,
or to find out more about his
visit, contact Congressman
George Brown's office: (714)
889-0597 or Campaign
Headquarters: (714) 884-5955.

Dr.'s Nathan And Julia Hare T·o Speak In Riverside
Saturday, November 3,
1990 at the Holiday Inn in
Riverside, Leadership Excellence
Education Services, will sponsor
"Strategies for Educating Black
Youth" featuring Dr. Nathan an4
Julia Hare. The seminar will
discuss how to effectivei,
educate African Americ
children.
Dr. Nathan Hare is in priv
practice in San Francisco.
was the first person hired to
coordinate a Black studies
program in the United States. Ir. •
1983, he was co-winner of e
National
Award
for
distinguished
scholarly
contributions to Black studies
from the National Council for
Black Studies. A survey of

'

Nathan Hare
appearances on several national
talk shows, "The Bob Law
Show", "BET's States of our
Race" and "Our Voices", and the
"Sally Jesse Raphael" Show.

ulia Hare

Black sociologists in America
voted him among the fifteen
leading Black sociologists of all
time.
Dr. Julia Hare is an
internationally acclaimed author,
lecturer and motivational
specialist. She has made guest

With her husband, Dr. Nathan
Hare, she has written The
Endangered Black Fami_Iy,
Bringing the Black Boy to
Manhood, Crisis in Black Male
Female Relationships, and Fire
on Mount Zion: My Life ana
America
Leadership Excellence
Education Services is an agency
that provides educational
workshops,
sem·inars,
conferences and presentations to
students, educators, and
administrators.
For more information on the
seminar, call (619) 491-4080.

Local Young Men Excel
Educational Business
By Rlckerby Hinds

Maxine Waters, Barbara Smith, of Riverside, and Congressman George Brown converse
about the upcoming election. Brown and Waters are looking forward to working together in
Congress. Waters is the favored candidate from the 29th Congressional District. Brown the
incumbent is favored in the 36th District.

-

Assemblywoman Maxine Waters was in San Bernardino for a
fundraiser held in her behalf for her election bid to the U. S.
Congress. The fundraiser was held by John and Vivian (Nash)
. Dukes. L to R Maxine Waters, Vivian Nash, and Jerri

Morris.
Joshua Smith was the guest speaker for the Black Business
Network dinner given in honor of Minority Business Week ,
held at the Hilton Hotel in San Bernardino last week. The
CEO for MAXIMA Corp. conferred with longtime friend
Thelma Moore on his speech prior to the dinner.

Being part of the solution
and not the problem is some of
the force that drives Daniel
Walker of Fontana towards
excellence - Leadership
Excellence. This also happens to
be the name of the educational
services firm that was started by
Walker and Shawn Genrite of
Riverside in 1987.
The purpose of Leadership
Excellence is two-fold. The first
is to provide teacher's training
programs and conferences designed to aid teachers in their
teaching practices as it relates to
young Black children in .urban
communities. The second a~pect
of Leadership Excellence is its
Youth Development Division,
which focuses on developing
and raising the self-esteem of
young Black children through
youth summer camps, motivational programs, and tutorial services .
Leadership Excellence was
started four years ago when
Walker and Genrite who had attended summer camps as children decided that they wanted to
provide a leadership camp for

In

Black kids because the camps
they had attended were not
geared towards the needs of
Black youth. They were both
students at SDSU and are now
both graduate students at SDSU,
Walker in history and Genri~ i!l,
speech communication
They have already received
commendations from Sen.
Diance Watson, BAPAC, the
California State University SY;::..
PBS and in other publications:
The goal of Leaders~p
Excellence is to become tlle
largest distributor of educatio~Qal
products and services in tfu;
world and just as importantly
show other Black youths th~:
there is a way to serve your
community and conduct a successful business at the same
time.
•
If you are interested in supporting Leadership Excellence,
they will be conducting its first
Educative Training Seminar in
the Inland Empire on November
3, 1990. It will feature Dr.
Nathan and Julia Hare and their
topic will be "Strategies for
Educating Black Youth".

'to
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Racism's Price Tag
by John E. Jacob

Buffalo Wings, Scotch, $10,000 Tables
And $500 Million Down The Drain
"The Congressional Black
Caucus weekend is the most
glaring evidence of a twodecade-old saga of ineptness.
mismanagement . lack of
accountability and vision of our
so-called leadership." William
Reed wrote .
"After 20 years of CBC
~eekends, the most obvious
evidence of Black leadership
having been on Capitol Hill are
thousands of empty Scotch
bottles, a slew of chicken bones
and a host of White merchants
rushing to the bank to deposit the
one-half-billion dollars they
receive each year from CBC
hotel rentals and the sale of
Scotch and hot Buffalo wings,"
Reed. a columnist for the Blackowned Ca,pital Spotlight, added.
This is one of those 150
annual get togethers where
middle-class Blacks are spending
$3 billion with White people
while ·discussing how bad off we
are and blaming racism for it.
I.of course.have proposed that
all Black groups cancel their
1992 meetings and use the $3
billion as a capital formation
fund to rebuild our community.
But the human factor is

closed-circuit TV in the ~xt

Tony Brown

against me. For example, where
else would "The President of
Black America," as Jesse
Jackson encourages his
sycophants to call him, preside?
And where else could you
see these Black leaders and
celebrities dine on tournedos
with bearnaise and filet of
salmon and do the "Electric
Slide" in the White-owned

· A new research study by the
National Urban League is aptly
titled "The Price," and it docum~nts the high cost of racism,
ooth to African Americans and to
the nation as a whole.
."The Price" makes three very
important points: Racism is
'
c<>.stly; The costs of racism are
espalating; and Failure to take
foJthright action now to lower the

Business would have flourished
and the federal deficit would
have disappeared due to the taxes
on higher Black incomes.
In addition, the Urban League
report estimates that racial parity
in earnings would have resulted
in an annual two percent rise in
the nation's gross national product during the 1980s.
The earnings gap illustrates

costs could seriously jeopardize
o~r national interests as we head
into the 21st century.
Those points are reinforced by
fundamental changes occuring in

African American disadvantage
but it also highlights the damage
to the economy of the underutilization of the nation's human re- By Eddie WIii iams - f CUS President
sources.
Today, as we observe the National Committee.

the national economy and in the
world.
·A central change is the growing importance of African
Americans in the U.S. population
and in the workforce at a time
when the proportion of White
Americans is shrinking.
Between now and the year
2000, the African American population will increase by about 13
Qercent, compared to a 5 percent
'
growth rate for Whites.
~ Economically, the relevant
ijgure is the growth in the young
a<lult
population entering the
,
work force as the overall populact<,n is aging and more workers
are retiring.
~ During this decade, African
/4mericans will grow to 17 percent of all new workers, while
•
tl}e White proportion of new
viorkers will actually shrink by
7~5 percent.
•
: That has tremendous implications for American competitive'
ness. There is concern that the
~rnerican economy is losing its
I
e~ge, and it is clear that racism
has contributed to that erosion of
Apierican economic strength.
~Eliminating racism will be
'
c~ntral
to reversing that erosion.
I
~The Urban League report
snows how damaging racism has
bten to. the economy. It points
out, for example, that in 1988 racial inequality in personal income
f·
co:st African Americans about
$ ~80 billion.
:•since
1980, the cumulative
,.
ga'p in personal incomes between
W;ttites and African Americans
comes to the staggering sum of
$t4 trillion.
~n others words, if black and
•
w~te incomes had been roughly

The impact of discrimination
can be seen in higher African
American unemployment, underrepresentation in managerial jobs,
and the undereducation of Black
youth, among other key indicators.
"The Price" also documents
the high cost of racism in
psychological distortions , in
social instability, and in
America's role in a world that is
multi-cultural and largely nonwhite.
Too often in the past, American policy-makers have approached the problems of racism
and discrimination solely on
moral or political grounds.
Today, they have to deal with
those problems of racism and discrimination solely on moral or
political grounds.
Today, they have to deal with
those problems on the grounds of
national economic survival and
national security, as well.
The demographic changes
mean that the core of the future
workforce will · be African

Washington Hilton hotel for
$10,000 a table?
Everybody Black who
wanted to be anybody was there
in the main ballroom. Those not
so lucky got the same meal for
only $150 a piece as they
watched Jesse and Company on

From Voting ig hts to
Econ Om iC Em pOwe rm en t

25th anniversary of the •
Black elected officials, who
enactment of the Voting Right8 numbered around 300 in 1965,
Act, we can take considerable now total nearly 7,400,
pride in an unbroken record'of including the mayors of more
political achievement. By than 300 cities, 24 members of
virtually any measure, since the
U.S.
House
of
1965 blacks have made giant Representatives, and more than
strides toward po litical 400 state legislators. Moreover,
empowerment. In voter turnout, there is growing evidence that
the gap between blacks and black candidates are having
whites has narrowed- from over increasing success in winning
12 percentage points to about 4 support across racial lines.
points. Among some age groups Indeed, one of the challenges for
we now out-vote whites.
black politicians over the next
The only elective offices that decade will be to make the
blacks have not held are those of transition from primarily racial
president and vice president. The representation to broad-based
two Jesse Jackson presidential participation in government at all
candidacies, the elections last levels. Although there is
year of L. Douglas Wilder and considerable room for further
David Dinkins, all suggest that progress, blacks clearly are
the nation's two highest offices taking their place among elected
may not be beyond reach.
leaders and decision-makers
We have been crossing new throughout the country.
frontiers in appointive positions
But the political gains of the
as well. Almost without notice, past two decades are only part of
Colin Powell has occupied the the picture. Unfortunately, we
highest national security position have not yet succeeded in
in the White House and is now matching our political success
the nation's top military officer. with similar gains in our
Inroads have even been made in economic status and thus in our
highly technical strategic overall quality of life. While
specialties. F or example, Dr. economic opportunities have
Condolezza Rice, a black improved for many blacks,
woman, is the top Soviet affairs resulting in a growing and robust
advisor to the president, and Ron middle class, fully one third of
Brown heads the Democratic the black population is mired in

Americans and other minorities.
Unless the nation makes full use
of the human resources
represented by its neglected
minorities, the rising costs of
racism will include a diminished
American role in the world.
So we '11 need to act - and act
quickly - to draw African Americans and minorities into the
mainstream, end discriminatory
NAACP'ers from throughout
practices, and move toward racial
California will convene in
parity before it's too late.
Riverside at the Riverside
Sheraton on October 26-28,
1990 for the 3rd Annual
California State Conference. The
theme for the weekend conferi
eq'1al during this past decade, an
ence is "Facing The Challenge
extra $1.4 trillion would have
Through
Unity". The conference
•
been pumped into the economy.
will kick-off with a Back To
..

California NAACP To Meet In
Riverside

Read
The

Voice

School/Stay In School Fashion
School at the Riverside
Sheraton. The public is invited to
attend this and all conference
events.

For more information call
686-2227 or 887-9937.

minutes of an amateur
room.
production,
convoluted
So much for the $500 questions and a host who cannot
million the Black middle class read a script from a hidden
paid to the White firms who screen. These 130 TV stations;
made this annual party possible. however don't run on hope:
For $500 million. Blacks could They run on profits and "The
buy 20 hotels in the top 20 Jesse Jackson Show" came in
markets and gross $3 billion dead last of every commercial'
from them each year. We could show on TV in the country.
create jobs and help each other
Almost as much money will
while making money.
be lost on Jackson's amateur
And speaking of making adventure in this Quincy Jones
money Jesse Jackson had production as was lost on
planned to top Oprah Winfrey's Buffalo wings. Scotch and
$34 million annual salary with S 10.000 tables at the
Congressional Black Caucu; ·
the "Jesse Jackson
Show." However. it looks weekend.
as though Jackson-the-politician
Oh, I almost forgot. The·
turned Jackson-the-TV-star will
have to tum back into Jackson- midnight speaker at the 'CBC
the perennial-candidate-for- dinner was most eloquent in ·
President again and forego blaming the government for what·
it won't do for Black people -millionaire status.
His first TV show featuring knee deep in Buffalo wings,
Jackson reporting on himself Scotch bottles. S 10.000 tables
according to The Washington
and checks made out to White
f.Q.sl, was a ratings "bust." In people. They've done it for 20'
five of the top cities he came in years and they'll be dying to get ·
last, next to last or next-to-next- in next year to repeat the
to-last.
Obviously,
his process. Where was I during the-·
advertising campaign with all weekend festivities? I was in':
White faces next to his neither Baton Rouge, Louisiana at Black
attracted the much-sought-after College Day fighting to keep'
White people from owning our ·
Whites nor the ignored Blacks.
In New York the biggest of 117 colleges and universities ·
the big city TV audiences. "Mr. also.
Black Prez" did a paltry 2.8
TONY
BROWN'S
rating and a 4 share. That means JOURNAL TVseries can be seen ;
that 96% of the people watching in Los Angeles on Sunday,
TV when he was on watched Channel 28 at 10 A. M. It can
also be seen on Channel 5 8,
something else.
Tuesday at 8:30 P. M. Please · ·
"Keep Hope Alive," Jackson
consult
listings.
told his audience at the end of 60

I believe that economic
empowerment is th~ new cutting
edge in the pursuit of racial
justice. It is a logical outgrowth
of our political gains up to now.
Therefore, the principal
challenge of the 1990s and
beyond is to translate our
political gains into economic
progress. This is true for those
still in poverty as well as for
those who are part of the middle
class.
This is not as easy or simple
as popular rhetoric might
suggest. Political participation
increases our capacity to
influence the di&tribution of
economic opportunities, but
increased economic benefits are
by no means automatic. Nor can

politics deliver as much as is:::
often assumed. For those of us
who accept the primacy of the ...
goal of expanding economic -·
opportunities, we must develop .
effective strategies which take .•
into account the political power
available to us.
For as long as blacks have
struggled for political rights, we .
have nourished the belief that
political power is one of the
crucial keys to economic . ·
opportunity. It is now time to ..·.
use that key.
poverty. That compares with just :
13 percent of whites. What is ·•,
even more disturbing is the-. •
increasing intractability of this _
poverty.

Wright

and will become the majority.
continued from front page We must hire more Bilingual
they don't expect certain student teachers, more Black teachers·· ·
and staff and provide more cross'· ~
to learn.
Wright fought to have closed cultural training for all staff." . '
campuses. This he says keeps said Wright.
Wright
said,
his ~
students off the street, gives
them nutritionally balanced administration has focused or( meals, and helps in organizing grassroots as well as being·'. :
the activities that make the supportive of staff and
administration.He hopes to get
campus cohesive.
He lead the battle for non continued support so he will be
smoking campuses. "As a victorious on November 6.
,; '
physician I'm concerned with
health hazards," he said. This
The ·
CORRECTION:
directive was for all school
personnel. "I took a lot of blame Riverside Central Democratic
and abuse but I convinced the Committee endorsed themselves
without the recommendations of •
board that it was important"
the member clubs. The Jurupa
"Schools must find a way to
Democratic Club did endorse
effectively help address our ,
Ralph Rivt!rS for the Riverside
changing demographics, by
College Trustee Board.
1993 minorities will be at 55%
\

•,

\
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HEALTH
Congress Addresses ''Patient- Dumping''

+

"Patient 'dumping', the
transfer of patients from voluntary or proprietary to public
hospitals for financial reasons is
a well recognized problem that
existed even before the
implementation
of
the
prospective payment system in
1983," according to Robert J ..
Starkenburg, M.D.; Fred Rosner,
M.D.; and Stephen Kowal, M.D.,
in an article in the Journal of the
NMA for September 1990.
As early as 1971, concerns
were raised about patient dumping in Cook County, Chicago, the
authors state. Congress addressed the problem in the consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Account (COBRA),
writing in guidelines for the appropriate transfer of patients.
These provisions, however, were
very specific and applied only to
the transfer of women in active
labor and those patients who had
been medically stabilized.
. Exploring the possibility that
patients are being dumped for
reasons beyond those addressed
by the law, the authors examined
a category of patients different
from, and broader than, that defined by the law.
,, The researchers studied data
from Queens Hospital Center, a
large municipal hospital in New
York city, serving both insured
and medically indigent populations in the borough of Queens.
The hospital admits 26,151 patients annually and treats approximately 95,000 emergency room
and 150,000 clinic patients per
year.

They studied financial and
demographic data for the period
from March 1986-June 1987,
comparing the ages, financial
status and lengths of stay of
patients admitted to the
emergency room with those
transferred from other generalcare hospitals.
The authors found that patient
transfers accounted for only 3
percent of the hospital's 26,151
annual admissions or 785
tranfers.Most of the transfers
were from other general healthcare facilities and psychiatric
institutions. Transfe[!ed patients
, were usually older (41 percent
over age 59) than those admitted
(18 percent over 59). They were
also more likely to have
Medicare or be uninsured and
less likely to have Medicaid.
Their weighted standard length of
stay was 11.2 days as opposed to
7 .6 days for the Queens Hospital
admitted patients. In addition,
the transfers had a longer average
length of stay (26.1 days) than
the nontransfers (10.9 days).
"There was no evidence in this
study that specialized transport
services were being selective for
patients who are more critically
ill or cause financial loss as was
documented in a previous
study .... ," the authors reported.
"The variance between these
two groups may be a function of
hospitals
preferentially
transferring patients who are
sicker or have Medicare or no
al, state. Age may explain why
transferees required longer
treatment and are more greater

L. Jerome Ashford
Named V.P. Kaiser
L. Jerome Ashford has been
nained vice president and Health
Plan manager for Kaiser
Pennanente, Southern California
region.
Ashford will be responsible
for marketing and sales, Health
Plan member services, benefit
and contract administration and
claims and
Ashford. who assumed his
new functions late September,
was formerly Health Plan manager for' Kaiser Foundation
Health Plan of Colorado, a position he has held since 19BB.
Prior to that time he was presi-

dent of 1PM Heal th Plan in
Vallejo.
Ashford received his bachelor's degree from Boston
University and a master's degree
from the University of Southern
California School of Public
Administration.
Kaiser Perman~nte, Southern
California region, provides comprehensive prepaid medical care
to more than 2.2 million Health
Plan members from San Diego to
Ventura and Kem counties.
Nationwide the program serves
more than 6.3 million members
in 12 regions.

Trout Season Opens In San
Bernardino
The trout are coming! On
Saturday, November 3rd, the
San Bernardino County
Regional Parks will open the
1990/91 Trout Season. Over
29,000 pound increase of trout
will be stocked throughout the
season. Lakes to be stocked
prior to opening day at the
following parks:
-Glen Helen Parl<., 2555 Devore
Road, San Bernardino.
-Yucaipa Regional Park, 33900
Oak Glen Road Yucaipa.
-Cucamonga-Guasti Regional
Park, 800 North Archibald

Avenue, Ontario.
-Prado Regional Park, 16700
South Euclid Avenue, Chino.
-Mojave Narrows Regional
Park, 1800 Yates Road,
Victorville.
Parks open at 7:30 a.m. Park
entrance is $3.00 per vehicle.
Fishing pennit fee $3.00 (6
years and older). A California
fishing license is required for
those 16 years of age and older
and are available at the parl<.s.
For exact stocking dates
please call (714) 387-2594.

consumers of medical services.
"These observations reinforce
the possibility that the transfers
were taking place for reaso_ns
other than 'no available beds ... ' ·
A carefully· planned, prospective
study of medical, ethical, and
financial aspects of patient
dumping is warranted," the
authors conclude.
,. The authors of this study are
'w ith the Queens Hospital Center
Affiliation of the Long Island
Jewish Medical Center in
Jamaica, NY; the Health

Sciences Center, State University
of New York at Stony Brook, and
the Queens Hospital Center in
Jamaica.
The National Medical
Association, founded in 1985
speaks for over 16,000 minority
physicians residing in all 50 of
the United States as well as
Puerto Rico and the Virgin
Islands. The organization is
dedicated to improving the health
care status of all Americans,
especially the poor and minority
populations.

Elder Abuse Joins List Of
Fast-Growing Crimes
by Senator Ruben Ayala
Elder abuse has the distinction

working to reduce the problem of

of joining the ranks of the
nation's fastest-growing crimes.,
The U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Aging estimates as many as one million
cases of elder abuse occur annually - affecting about one out of
every is seniors.
These statistics are shameful.
As John Kennedy observed a
society is judged by how it treats
its youngest and oldest members.

senior abuse. This year we
passed Senate Bill 83 (Rosenthal)
which requires each county to
maintain a 24-hour emergency
response program for adults.
This bill was signed into law.
Another important measure
that became law (SB 2571, Lockyer) adds "isolation" to the forms
of prohibited senior abuse. Preventing contact with relatives and
friends, false imprisonment, and

Our record is mixed.
By the end of the decade, California seniors will comprise the
largest age group in the population.
Strength of numbers does not

physical or chemical restraint
(not authorized by a doctor) are
specified as illegal ways of
isolating a senior.
The Legislature and the Governor also clarified a profes-

create a shield from abuse. Nor
does social status, economic
status or ethnic background.
Like child abuse, the mistreatment of the elderly may be
physical, financial, psychological, or emotional.
Seniors are beaten, starved,
sexually violated, neglected, and
denied access to medical care.
They may be imprisoned and denied contact with the outside
world - books, television, and
visitors.
The California State Senate
Subcommittee on aging reports
the typical victim of elder abuse
is a woman between the ages of
65 and 84 with a limited income
and a primary disability. Sadly,
the abuser often is a son, a
daughter, or a spouse.
The Legislature has been

si'1al-'s duty to repon knowledge
o abuse (SB 1911, Mello).
F ·1ure to do so becomes a crime.
Covered are adult care custodians, health care practioners,
employees of county adult
protective service agencies and
local law enforcement officers.
Helping prevent abuse is critical and that's why I supported
another key measure (SB 1047,
M ello) to fund community
and training to
education
increase awareness of the
problem.
No one can stand silently by as
the most vulnerable among us are
victimized. The Department of
Aging has an ombudsman program with a toll-free number. If
you need guidance to help a senior in trouble, pick up the phone
and dial 1-800-231 -4020.

Police Sponsor K-9 Competition
On Sunday, Oct. 21st., the
San Bernardino Police Dept., the
Inland Valley Police Canine
Association, and the Citizens for
San Bernardino Police K-9er's
will be hosting the 3rd annual
Inland Valley Police Canine
Competition.
Canine teams from throughout
the state will be competing for
awards in obedience, agility,

State Community Board of
Trustees 8 years. She is the wife
of the late actor, Jack Albertson.
The event will take place
Saturday, October 20th at 5544
Larch Street, Rialto. The time
will be from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
Donation is $10.00. For
further infonnation call 875-

TURN IN A PUSHER
CALL 1-800-47-DRUGS
\

Our
Bodies
by Ernest C. Levister, Jr.
M.D., F.A.C.P.

Needs
Dear Dr. Levister: I am a
widow who hasn't been sexually
active since my husband's death.
How Can I control my
increasing desire for intimacy?
R.A.
Dear R.A.: The strongest
sexual organ we have is our
brain. As a woman,. you have
probably had the idea that "nice
girls don't do it" drummed into
your head. But, in reality, nice
women do have needs.
Women are constantly
bombarded with the message that
romance is the ultimate goal for a
woman and the only acceptable
outlet for her sexual desire.
Think about where you stand on
this issue. Are you looking for
Mr. Right to fill the shoes of Mr.

Dr. Levister welcomes
reader mail concerning, ·
their body, but regrets tha(
he is unable to answer ·,
individual letters. Your
letters will be incorporated.
into his column as space
permits. You may direct
your letters to Dr. Levister.·
in care of Voice News;
P.0. Box 1581, Riverside,
CA 92S02.

Riverside Humane Society To
Hold Fundraiser
The Riverside Humane
Society, invites everyone to
spend the night at DEAD
GULCH on Saturday, October
20th at 6:00 p.m. The cost is
$5 .00 and the proceeds will
benefit Pegusus- Equestrian

Therapy for the handicapped and
education program. The
Riverside Humane Society is
located at 5791 Fremont Ave.
For more information, call .
687-7397.

You

can
make a
difference
with
..
The Black Voice
•

search, and protection.
The competition will be held
at Fiscalini Field, 1007 E .
Highland Ave. in Bernardino
from 8:00 a.m. to 5:OOp.m..
The public is welcome and
admission is Free.
There are a lot of problems facing our Wand Empire
For further information call
·Communities today urban sprawl, a 38% unemployment rate
Sgt. Finkle at San Bernardino .., among African American teens, crime, drugs, gangs corruption,
discrimination and more.
Police Dept. (714)384-5742.

Reception For Curtis To Be
Held
A reception for city council
candidate and fonner 12 year
councilman, Sam V. Curtis will
be held at the home of Mr. &
Mrs. Randy Lauterborn.
Guest of honor will be Wally
Albertson, political activist and
trustee - L.A. Community
College Board 12 years. Cal

·.' Health News

Gone?
It is nonnal to feel desire, :
but don't transform your sex :
drive into feelings of desperation :
I
or depression. Use your .
misfortune as an opportunity for ;
personal growth, not the trap ,
grief often leaves us in. Learn to
love your body and satisfy
yourself with fantasy, self- .
pleasuring and body exploration.
What you see as desire for
sex may really be a need for
hugging, closeness and
emotional intimacy. Talk about
your feelings with a close friend
or counselor.
Make a commitment to get
out and met people. Join a sister
or wirlnw-widower suooort
group. Neighborhooa groups, ·
I
political campaigns and church
1
outlets.
,~
Once you become more •
active and socially fulfill~d, you
won't feel so desperate and:
chances are you will find the ·
love and intimacy you seek - iri:
your own good time.

There are also good things stories of hope, courage, determination, success, achievement, caring, love and racial harmony.
Every day we are exposed to the best and worst that people
have to offer. Sometimes these experiences are important
enough to share. When they are share them with us and we will
share them with the entire Wand Empire.

I

•'
,

- .~
•

If you have a story or opinion that you want to share, write
it down and send it to us at The Back Voice News, Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502. If you have urgent news call 682-6070.
Please send your story typed, double spaced, indent each
paragraph and include your name, address and day time telephone number so that we can get in tough with you if necessary.
There is a 500 word limit. If we use your story we will give you
a story credit and a six months free subscription to The Black
Voice News.
The power of The Black Voice and you can inake the Inland
Empire a better place to live. After all isn't that what we really
want?

fZiEJ/iflfilt?~/.1l;IIJej
The Inland Empires News, in Black

a White
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BUSINESS
Bertram M. Lee Joins Reebok Board

working With Men

Bertram
M . Lee ,
a
businessman with interests in
sports, communications and
finance, has been elected to the
Board of Directors of Reebok
International, Ltd., it was an-

;;.'';'.: };'.

Irnc:c,,,,,,,,,,,,..,.,.

nounced by Paul Fireman ,
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer. M r. Lee's election expands R eebok's board to 10
members.
Mr. Lee, 51, is Chairman of
the Board of BML Associates, a
Boston holding company. His
ownership interests and positions

Bertram Lee

include Chairman and T reasurer

Bert's dedication to hum an

0 f AlbimarManagement, which
owns two radio stations in the
East and Midwest, including
WKYS in Washington, D. C.;
Chairman and Treasurer of the
D.e nver Nuggets National
Football Association franchise;
Chairman of the Boston Bank of
Commerce; Preside nt o f
KELLEE Communications

rights, his business acumen and
entrepreneurial spirit fit well with
Reebok, as we strive to build a
company committed to making a
difference," he said.
From 1978 - 1986, Mr. Lee
was President and Member of
the Board of Directors of New
England Television Corporation,
parent company of Boston's

Group.
"We are delighted to have Bert
Lee join the Reebok board," M r.
Fireman said. "Bert and I met
last spring when we accepted the
assignment to host Nelson
Mandela's visit to Boston.
Together we helped to form a
celebration and fund-raising activity that was truly a unique experience for Boston and indeed
the New England community.

WNET-TV (now WHDH-TV),
which was the first minoritycontrolled CBS network affiliate.
He was a Member of the Board
of Directors of Shawmut
National Bank of Boston from
1984-1989.
He
is
Chairman
of
TransAfrica Forum, a leading
anti-apartheid
nonprofit
organization and is a member of
the Board .of Directors of the

Business Seminar To Be Held In
Fontana
A business seminar concerning management techniques will
be offered to entrepreneurs in the
Inland Empire. The seminar will
be held on Friday, October 26,
1990 from 8:30 a.m . to 12:30
p .m. at the Fontana City Hall,
8353 Sierra Ave., Fontana,
California.
It will be conducted by the
Inland Empire Score Chapter and
will provide training to people
who plan to start a business or
recently established a business.
Topics to be discussed by
professionals will be: financing;
in surance necessities and bond.ing; advertising and marketing;

and where to find help with
management problems. The
$20.00 fee includes coffee and
materials. Pre-registration is preferred.
To make reservations for this
event or for additional information call the SBA office at
(714)836-2494 and ask for
Susan Stanfill.
. Special arrangements for the
handicapped will be made if requested in advance. Contact the
Business Development Division
of the U.S. Small Business
Administration, (714)836-2494,
two weeks before the event.

Homebuying News
by Larry Hines
t!
...,

cre at e s
awaren e s s
confidence.

and

Demand from your broker or
agent that they put down in
writing exactly what it is that
will be done to effectively market
your house. Don 't settle fo r
promises! Without this, you are
shortchanging your objective
from the very start.
Don 't bother with fly-by'
Qeciding Who Should nights. Look to the broker or
Sell Your House
agent with history on his or her
Don 't TaJce Chances! Here is side. There is rarely any better
o e of the prinicple keys to the
s ccess ful marking of your Knowing The Financial
house. Be sure the broker, agent Ropes ·
and company to whom you give
Simply finding an enthusiastic
t h e lis ting knows your buye r for your house may not
n~ighborhood, knows its value ensure its sale. Frequently, the
arid features.
buyer may need assistance in
1
There 's more to selling real locating financing. The right kind
estate than simply a sign, desk, of financing. The diff erence
and telephone. It truly does taJce between the right kind and the
• d ca n m ean a
an experienced broker, agent and wrong k m

.

company to do it successfully,
'
y'{ar after year. TaJce a company
that attracts the best people,
trains them on an ongoing basis,
and provides them the marketing
and advertisin2 support that

d1.ffierence of h und red s o f d o11ars
in the buyer's monthly payment.
And that can spell the difference
in whether or not that buyer can
affio ~d your ho uS.e .

Jackie Robinson Foundation; the
Martin Luther King Center for
Nonviolent Social Change; the
Joint Center for Political and
Economic
S t udies ;
the
Congressional Black Caucus

Laura Murphy Lee, has three
children, and lives in Chicago.
Reebok International , Ltd.,
headquartered in Stoughton,
Massachusetts is the leading designer and marketer of active

In his best-selling book,
Megatrends 2000, John Naisbitt
predicts that during the 1990's
women will play a strong leadership role in American business.
Yet, in statistics just released by

Foundation; the N ati onal
Association for Sickle Cell
Disease and the Drew Child
Development Corporation.
A native of Norfolk, Virginia,
Lee holds a BA in political
'; . science from North Central
College in Naperville, Illinois.
He served in the U. S. Army

lifestyle and performance products, including footwear and apparel. The company's operating
units include the A VIA, BoSton
Whaler, Reebok, Rockport and
Apparel Products (including the
Ellesse sportswear brand) divisions. Sales for 1989 totaled
$1.822 billion.

the U.S. Department of Labor,
we find that today women hold
only 3% of top management positions in U.S. corporations.

1963 1965. He is married to

---------------- - -:---On The Money
By Serra Syndicat ion
There's No Business

Li ke

Show

Business :

Following through on ideas has
indeed paid off for Vy
Higginsen, currently enjoying
rave reviews for "Mama, I Want
To Sing--Part II now touring
theater venues across the country. Her seven-year old, New
York City-based finn, Reach
Entertainment & Sports has
grossed millions annually, maJcing her just one of a handful of
wom en at the helm of the nation's top 100 black firms. "I really understand", she says, "that
the big money is paved with a
big idea, and that you have to be
patient. It may not happen when
you want, but you can't get
bored and let it go before it does
what you want it to do." In fact,
Higginsen plowed her life savings of between $30,000 into tht;
full service. entertainment and
production company, which
presently boasts 125 full and
part-time employees. A graduate
of the Fashion Institute of
Technology (for which she now
sits on the Board of Directors of
their Alumni Association),
Higginsen got her start in retail.
Ye t , surprising enough ,
Higginsen's fortune is tied to the
success of "Mama, I Want To
Sing, the longest-running, black,
off-Broadway theater musical in
the history of the American theater. Her company also manages
artists like Dietra Hicks (signed
to Capitol Records). "Marketing,
I would say, is our company's
forte", Higgins~n states. "But
we design, present and promote
special activities and communications, particularly for black
people, but all people in general." How then did she make
her fortune in theater? As it turns
out, "Mama, I Want To Sing" is
the story of ha family. "I'd been
publishing a magazine," she recalls, "and it didn't work out, so
I didn't know what to do with
myself, and I just happened to
tell the story of my family to a
friend, who said, ' write it
down', it sounds like a great
story." Today, Higginsen is
thinking along the lines of becoming even more diversified.
"We have two books that we are
about to publish, and we're
looking more toward getting into
the movie business. We do special events and promotions.
Plus, I still have a love for radio
and television, so we're doing
an y - number
of thin gs."
. - Executive Turntable: Our congratulations to 42-year old Paul
Sneed, who was recently appoi nted as president of the

Ge neral
Foods
US A
Foodservice Division. For the
past four years, Sneed had been
serving as vice-president of
General Foods USA, with primary responsibility for the company's Consumer Center.
Just who is the n a tion's h ighest paid entertainer? Well, it's that tim e
again,--the release of Forbes annual poll of the nation's highest
paid entertainers. Topping off
this year is Bill Cosby, whose
average over the last two-years
was a cool $115 million. (Cosby
gets about $4 million alone on
his rerun syndication. How's
th at for a sweetheart deal).
Rounding out the blacks who
made the. top ten are Michael
Jackson,--ranked number two,
with his two-ye ar av erage of
$100 million, and coming in at
number six is Oprah Winfrey, at
$68 million, making her one of
the richest women on television.
Fact is, Oprah's net worth is said
to approach $200 million. But if
finding out which entertainer is
making the most money doesn't
really interest you, here's some
information that might It's the
most recent listing of the top ten
· pl aces to live in terms of

To dig below the statistics and
to find out what really will
happen, psychologist Beth
Milwid asked working women
themselves. In Working With
Men: Professional Women Talk
About Power, Sexuality and
Ethics(12.95, softcover D r.
Milwid examines the challenges
women face in their work place,
their progress to date, and their
hopes for the 1990's and beyond.
Written in the spirit of Studs
Terkel's
W o rk i ng , B eth
Milwid's study is the first oral
history of American women in
business. It is a penetrating look
at individuals caught in the
throes of social change,
"ordinary" women describing in
their own words how it feels to
be making hisLory.
Dr. Milwid travelled to 125
U.S. corporations, interviewing
women up and down th~ management ladder. She spoke with
investment bankers on Wall
Street, engineers in Silicon
Valley, automotive plant supervisors in Detroit, and television
producers in Los Angeles, in all,

lL

125 women representing 12 in:-t:
dustries and professions in l~,,1
cities. The women range in age
from 26 to 72 and had worked igil.
their fields for 10 to 20 years. i.·
D r. Milwid specializes in '.'l
helping men and women limit !
work-related stress.. Working;_i
with executives and manager~,!,
she assists organizations during, l
times of change. A former stafi°!1
psychologist at Apple Computer, i
Inc., Dr. Milwid is currently,•
ass o ciated
with
RHR.,
International, a firm proJ{idin~-

I

psychological consu~ion to
corporate clients. Dr. Milwid
graduated Phi Beta Kappa fromStanford University and received ~
her Ph.D. in Social/Clinical ~
Psychology from the Wright ;
~
Insti tute in Berkeley. She :
completed post-doctoral work at :
UCLA Graduate School of :
Management. Dr, Milwid lec- •
tures widely on management issues and is a lively engaging
speaJcer.

'

i

Reception To Be HeldFor Dr. Wright ·
There will be a reception held
for Dr. C. Wesley Wright, candictate for re-election to the
Riverside Unified School District
Board of Education Sunday,
October 21 , J.990, from 3-5

making the most of your
money.

p.m. at the home of Dr. and
Mrs. Barnett Grier, 5485
Malvern Way, Riverside,
California. The public is welcome to attend.

VA and CONVENTIONAL
FINANCING AVAILABLE

The complete listing of the
top forty cities in the U.S., was
recently published in Money
Magazine and highlights those
locations with low/affordable
housing, safe communities, and
rebounding economies. The top
ten citi es were (1) Bremerton,
WA; (2) Seattle, WA; (3) San
Francisco; (4) Tacoma, WA; (S)
Columbia, MO; (6) Eugene, OR;
(7) Minneapolis; (8) Olympia,
WA ; (9) Sacramento; and (10)
Los Angeles. Among the worst
ten places to live was Wichita,
K ansas; Fall Riv er , Massachusetts; and Allentown Bethlehem, PA.

.

. ..
.
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Three, four bedrooms

San Miguel, Pardee's first residential community in
Riverside County, offers four " Mediterranean" style
plans, all on large lots. With up to 2,302 sq. ft., these
one- and two-story homes are located in the hilly
northeast section of the master-planned commun ity
of California Oaks.
Take 1-15 to California Oaks Road (just two miles north of
Rancho California). Go east and follow signs.
39991 Galicia Court, Murrieta, CA 92362 (714) 677-9827

Bri efly: For the record~
easterners maintain the nation's
highest per capita income, with
the state of Connecticut leading
with an average personal income
of $24,683 (the national average
is $ 17,596). However, the
fastest income growth is being
reported in the western and farm
states.

From $148., 900

Three, four bedrooms

Located near San Miguel in California Oaks, Sorrento
offers homes with three and four bedrooms, one and
two stories and up to 1,744 square feet! These are
affordable homes with all the amenities and
ambiance you've come to expect from Pardee
Construction Company.
Take l-15 to California Oaks Road (just two miles north of Rancho
California). Go east and follow signs.
24009 Manresa Court, M urietta, CA 92362 (714) 6 77-5608

Read
The
Voice

H)UAl HOUSI NG

OPPORTUNITY

Over 38,000 homes built since 1948.
Prices. rates and te r ms subJect to chan ge w it hout n otice. and do not inc lude
lo t p remiums and o p tiona l e xt ras.

\
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ENTERTAINMENT
Miles Davis Radio Project Heard Nationwid e
Autob jograph y). and

Jay
Allison. The series is hosted by
Danny Glover.
Americ a n Pu b lic Radi o
American Public Radio (APR)

/'
..

exists to serve the public by
meeting the needs of 387 public
radio affiliates nationwide. APR
develops, funds, acquires and
distributes the best of public

radioprogramming from stationbased, independe n t, and
international producers. · Each
week, APR offers almost 200
hours of programming. The

networtc. distributes and markets
more radio programming than•· 1
any other public radio supplier. •

.,;,
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G raffi.t i Bridge Releases Second Video
MINNEAPOLIS-For over
four decades one man has
continuously changed the face of
American music. And now,
American Public Radio takes
listeners behind the scenes with a
backstage pass to his life and
music.
Announcing The Miles Davis
Radio Projecl------heard on public
radio stations nationwide
beginning this October (check
local listings for exact time and
date). More than just the story of
a musical legend, it's a sevenpan series that is entenaining,
thought-provoking, and a living
history of jazz. It's designed to
satisfy and excite not only jazz
fans but anyone with a curiousity

about the jazz world and an
interest in understanding the
human creative process.
Through M iles, the series
covers much of the development
of modern music, in the words
of those who actually created it.
With people like An Blakey;
Clark Terry, Carlos Santana,
Joni Mitchell, George Duke and
many others as your guides, the
program brings to life the issues
that have surrounded the
development of the music
through each of its major phases
since 1944.
The Miles Davis Radio Project
is produced by Steve Rowland,
Quincy Troupe (co-author of
M ILES:

T h e

The buoyant hip-hop pop of
"Round & Round," the second
single off of the critically
acclaimed "Graffiti Bridge"
soundtrack,
features 14-year-old
I
Tevin Campbell on lead vocals.
Containing footage from the
upcoming motion picture
"Graffiti Bridge," the video is
directed by Prince and produced
by Craig Rice for Paisley Park
Vision. Also featured in the
video are Gameboyz dancers
Kirk Johnson, Tony Mosley and
Damon Dickson, who performed
with Prince's band on this
summer's Nude Tour.
At the ripe age of 13, Tevin
Campbell landed his first film
role in Prince's "Graffiti
Bridge," Just months after the
release of the Quinc y Jonesproduced album "Back on the

.

.

Block," which features two
tracks by the young Texas
vocalist.
Tevin plays the young son of
nightclub owner Melody Cool
(Mavis Staples) in the Princedirected ·"Graffiti Bridge." He
describes his character as being a
bit of a nuisance. "He hangs out
all night with his mother and is
always sticking his nose into
things."
Tevin first began singing at
the age of 3 and by the age of 5
was handling soaring lead solos
in the local church back in
Lancaster,Texas. In 1988 Tevin
auditioned for, and won, a role
on the Lorimar children's TV
pro gram , "Wally & The
Valentines." The NBC show
featured another promising
newcomer by the name of Seidah

Garrett, who, with a little help same videotape of T evin's' -,
and
was
from Quincy Jones, went on to performance
1:ti
establish her own career as a immediately owerwhelmed at the
I /1
singer and songwriter. It was magnitude and potential of
Seidah who introduced Tevin to Tevin's talent. "Prince teaches
Quincy by showing him a me not to get bigheaded and to •.
videotape of Tevin performing. be myself," says Campbell.~
,)
In a matter of weeks Tevin was · "He's a genius. A wizard. A
in the studio for the "Back on the genius is a person who can do'
Block " sessions, working stuff and make it good."
alongside such artists as Melle
Tevin is currently working on,
Mel, Ice-T, Al Jarreau, James
Ingram, Chaka Khan, and Ray a solo album for Warner Bros.
Charles. Prince later saw the ,Records.

.,,
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EBONY
CREST SALON
Mickey

,.

N A IL TECHN ICIA N

7028 MAGNOLIA AVE.

~.

RIVE RSIDE , CA 92506
(71 4 ) 686- 1290

Community Business Directory

A Touch Of Class
8151 Arlington Suite Y
Riverside, CA. 92503
(714.)353-1909

Otu. ..£. ~nu
dfttovuy dft ...f.aw

.:.\10 ·

ro-

290 North " O" Street, Suite 715
Son Bernardino, CA-92401

(714) US-5579

"' o/ Amor1can Board
~ Cll>ste<nts and Gvn«W!W

Hiverside. CA 92507

• Corpora te Accounts
• Weddings
• Special Events
• Airporl Shu ttle
• Proms
• Sweel " 16" Presentations
• Body ,Guard & R!'l·s Available

249EHq,land

San llena,cino, CA 92404

1--------------------t. . .~---------------...-------~-----~----"""1 •
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Xail.r 71_y

Balance
the

.I

-

• Evening &
Wedding Gowns
• Party &
Prom Dresses
• Furs & Accessories

• Family Law
• Personal In ju ry
• Criminal De f ense
•Workers Compensati o n

(714 ) 78 1 -05 0 7
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Rentals &
Sales

L a w

3585 Main Street , Suit e 202
Riverside, California 92501

·.,

},_j, ~

!fair
{Formal Wear)

at

'

-- ~ ~

Scales ol Justice

r

~- -~~ -~•'\~
-, · - ,.
r~
'Pamela . . · -~

Legal Represen t ation f o r

SAM LEE

_,y.......,,··

rI

Attorn e J

GOLF BAG - LUGGAGE REPAIR
AND SHOESH IN E PA RLOR
5 225 Canyon Crest Or. No.79

- ~~3 ~
_

D,plomat• o/ Amoriton Boord
Of Obotttrlcs and Gynecology

By Appoint,.,..,,
Sot & E... Avoiloble

Raymond E. Herndon

LEE' S SHOE REPAIRS

~~ ~

c«.2)

Office Hours

expires 11-15-90

M · F 9:00 t o 6 :00
Sat. 9 · 3 :00

!Ju., 'D..nf,y.!}(unCl,,

~

'Wida

(714) 684-04 84

Medical Group

&ity ,&,.... u 'D...;J,, .,41_2:l.

(714) 948-9574

•

r~,..\1•7•~

<'Oljt,. .!. <Woma.n to <Woma.n
A.:~ Obstetrics and Gynecology

~

Vanir

Anniversary Specials
Curls (Jeri)
$40 M-W
Shampoo sets
10 M-W
Perms/Relaxers 2 5 M-W
Press-n-Curls
2 0 M-W
Hair weaving & Braiding Specials

ANGELO F. LEWIS
HAROLD J . KRAUSE
Owners

T-.,hone (714) 881-1683

ALBERT JOHNSON, JR.

Wedding Coordinating
For Appqditment

Tuxedos available also

~~a£ ~

..

(7141 ea3 -1777

3 eee UN I V l:ll 51TY AVl: NU E , SU ITI: 4 00
RIVER S IDE, CALIFORNIA 9 2~ 01

Call (714) 425-1621
Marcille's Hair Design

New Cars & T rucks
4x4's & Vans
Quality Used
Cars & T rucks

Lease All

Makes & Models

• il•1il•j

CHINO @

I

FORD

l J IOI CENTRAL AV E.. CHINO. CA 9 1710
17 1" !,91 ,6471

T. L. WOOOS (LENN Y)
P, r,,c1, nr & Gr nr r~I Man.Jge,

Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc.
5225 Canyon Crest Dr.. Ste. 79.
Riverside, CA 92507 (In Towne Cir.)
(714) 788-6730
(714) 824-2060
24 Hr. Mobile For All
Your Locksmi1h Needs

la~E--- • • • • •

c A L0vw
.•NN-~~BBS

cA1a-cy E f~n '1:)anieh
~tto~~!f at

We Offer:

.Law

Blow styles, precision cuts, press &

M~~S
23i4 I G SUNNYM EAD BLVO.
MO RENO VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 92388
714/242-3414

'

,I

Riverside Legal Center
3890 11th Street
Riversidet CA 925&1
(714) 684-4444

curl
Curls, R etouches, Cellop~anes,
Weaves & Braids
Call For An Appointment:

684•2710
Ceon Jones & Deborah Weathers

SHEILA STO.KES, HAIR STYLIST

714 872-6380
24 Hr. Service

.,.

Y<ialio Y<ealiy
Specializing in Black Hair Care
Appointments & Walk-ins

1490 North "D" Street
San Bernardino, Ca. 92405
Sales I Loans

Gary &· Kim Jordan
Bonded

Safes. Dead Bolts. Lockouts
Opened or Installed
St . Lie. No. 525853

5922 Magnolia, Riv~rside 684-2710

Ask For
Angelo Butler

714 889-7081

( 7/4✓l 78'9-90//'- .'

Gogi'!i B eau ty Salon
139 WestFoothlllBlvd.
Rialto, CA 92376

Salon (714)875-1581
Home (714) 864•4769

...
,.
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1-2th Annual God's Woman Conference

by Sharron Lewis
The 12th Annual God's
Woman Conference (GWC)
theme was "God's Woman, For
Such A Time As This". The
Conference was held at the luxur;ious Wyndham Palm Springs
on September 27 through 29th.
Women representing all ages and
~arious walks of life came from
all over the United States to
escape_the hustle and bustle of
everyday life, replacing it with a
weekend of fellowship and
restoration.
Conference
;phairperson, Charlyn Singleton,
ily.,as superb in making the over
\&t,000 conferees feel at home.
Her desire was that "We, as
Women of God, would seek that
9eeper and higher relationship
that comes only with prayer and
·.praises." Therefore, prayer and
· ·praise was the main ingredient
.emphasized throughout the entire
;(etreat.
Thursday's agenda included
·:registration and check-in, folwed by fourth time speaker,
Devi Titus. Her message, "The
Danger of Partial Obedience,"
was both interesting and timely.

Charlyn Singleton (r), and Helen Harris, present Cherri
Brown (c) with the Media Award for outstandin'g
coverage of GWC.

Pastor Chuck Singleton speaks to the 1500 plus women.
After lunch participants had a
choice of eight different seminars
that ranged from "How To Start
A Home Based Business" to
"Taking Our Children Back",
lead by a powerful speaker,
Margaret Pleasant Douroux.
Riverside resident, Deidre
Goodwin stated that, "As a
mother I appreciated Ms.
Douroux's message. It provided
ire with helpful and practical information that will assist me in
becoming a better parent." There

was also a seminar created especially for women over 50, called
"Over 50! Now What?" Speaker
and GWC staff member, Estella
Crawford, did an excellent job
encouraging the mature women
to feel good about themselves.
Thursday night was highlighted
by a presentation from keynote
speaker Kay Arthur from Precept
Ministries. Her speech, "A
Woman For Such A Time As
This", was well received and
spiritually felt. The peace and

KAPPAS WORSHIP TOGETHER AND SUPPORT JAMES HAMPTON . On Sunday,
October 14, 1990 the Riverside Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity, Inc., in
I
support of Brother James Hampton (who is running for city council 2nd District,
,:,;.M oreno Valley) attended workshop service at the Second Baptist Church in
1
. ,, >
:Redlands ; where Brother Anthony Green is the Pastor.
_..,, 'f.

j ,. ,

j:Albertina Walker Comes To Fontana

·f

On Saturday, October 27 at
"'7:30 p.m. the Ephesians New
·
;[estament Church will present
: IWo time Grammy Award winner
: Ms. Albertina Walker, of the
:·, :-. j World Famous Caravans, in
1 concert
· •
at the Fontana
I
: Performing Arts Center. Ms.
I
: Walker of Chicago, m. was the
' founder of the world famous
: Caravans the group which
'
: sj>awned such Gospel greats as
: Inez Andrews, Grammy winners
~) - jJames Cleveland and Shirley
·:." :_' j· Ceasar.

There are several locations to
purchase tickets; in Riverside,
Moreno Valley at VIP Records,
in Rialto at Alice's Records, in
San Be~ardino at The Black
Voice News and AMC Music

,_ . • 1 _

~

r::J:\}

·_Albertina is one of the most
::/;\t:gi'ffed and annointed Gospel
(\\ . -~rtist in the Gospel field today.
; _:., ·· ...Her ministry has spanned five
4Fcades. She has managed to
s1ay at the top even though
Gospel music has progressed

Albertina Walker
and evolved to many styles such
as Gospel Rap, Contemporary,
and Traditional Gospel,
Albertina has survived though
them all.
The Performing Arts Center
is located at 9460 Sierra A venue
in Fontana. Tickets are $7.00 in
advance and $9.00 at the door.

Christian Supper Club To Open
Successful Images will be
launching the Inland Empire's
1 _ rst Christian Supper Club on
Friday, November 2nd, 1990,
and every other Friday night
thereafter. The time of the event
will be 7 o'clock until closing.
:
The dinner and entertainment
lwill be housed at the Pigg's Pin
I
B-B-Q Restaurant at 2 14 E.
Baseline in the Alpha Beta
Shopping Center in Rialto.
f The kick-off will feature

I

special guest performances by
Denise Mitchell. Music by
Ronnie Kaufman, former
drummer of the Gap Band. Also
featured will be Judy Arnold People's Choice Award winner.
Ticket prices will be $15.00
(this includes dinner) $8.00
(dinner not included) dinner will
be served between the hours of7
& 9 p.m. For further information
call (714) 874-4081.

and Video and in Fontana at
P&DVideo.
Along with Ms. Walker will
be guest recording artist E.B.
James
and
Pentecostal
Community Choir, Voices of
Calvary, Santa Ana, and Pastor
Thomas Shipp.

tranquility surrounding the
Wyndham Convention Center
that night explains why women
come back each year. After a
night of rest women were up
early, ready for another exuberant day at the GWC.
Friday, continued with both
day and night time activities that
was filled with excitement. For
example, the noontime fashion
show featuring clothes from
Mae's Unique Place, and a tantalizing lunch. Claudia Pradia,
from Rialto stated, the following
about her Second GWC, "I enjoyed being-blessed by God's
Women and their messages for
our lives. I appreciated the fact
that the speakers came down to a
very realistic level when communicating. Friday's fashion
show exemplified sophistication
and good taste." Friday evening
was Pastor's night and this was
the one time that males were allowed. Chuck Singleton, Pastor
of Loveland Church spoke on "If
I Was A Woman." He stated,
Women are at the forefront of the
movement of God. Anytime
great social changes comes in
our history they are preceded by
a spiritual revival and women
have historically always been at
the forefront. The Industrial
Revolution, Abolition, Slavery
and the Civil Rights Movement
women have always been the silent but strong spiritual leaders."
Saturday was the final day of
the conference. The dynamic
bible teacher, Jackie McCullough
from Brooklyn New York
'rocked' GWC with her energizing message "Biblical Solutions
•
to Stress and Anxiety". After
lunch participants had the opportunity to hear Kay Arthur, who
made the final presentation for
the 1990 GWC.
It was a relaxing, fun and
spirit-filled experience. The

Solid Rock C.O.- .I.C. Holds
Opening Services
Solid Rock Church of God
In Quist, under the leadership of
pastor Irvin G. Perry Sr., will
hold its opening services on
Sunday, Ocober 21, 1990 at
3:00 p.m. Services will be held
at the Bethel Church Building,
16262 W. Baseline Ave.,
Fontana.
Pastor Perry has been in the
ministry for 17 years and served
as a pastor in Louisanna. "Solid
Rock Church will minister to the
total man, (body, soul, and
spirit)," stated Pastor Perry.
The service will also feature
guest singers and speakers.
Everyone is invited to attend.
Worship Services are: Sunday
School - 2:00 p.m., Worship

Seminar leader and GWC
staff member,
Estelle
Crawford, received a'n
award
from
GWC

Speaker Kay Arthur with '
past G WC presenter Bunny
Wilson

chairperson,
Singleton

ebullience expressed by the past
and present conferees explains

why people return year aft~r
year.

Question & Answers

_J

Rev. Reginald Woods
~

Did Judas Repent?
Question:
Dear Pastor
Woods, Did Judas Repent for
his sin of betraying Quist or did
he just realize the magnitude of
his betrayal and feel guilty?
Sally Sumney, Colton, CA
Answer: Judas Iscariot's
name always appears last when
the names of the twelve disciples
are mentioned. Usually the
description "who betrayed
Jesus" is attached to his name.
It is an indicator of this fact can
be observed in how he referred
to Jesus as "Rabbi" (teacher) and
never as "Lord" (Matthew
26:25). Some have mistaken
interjected that Judas was a victim of fate, that he was
"destined" to betray Quist. We
know from comprehensive Bible
theology that God never destines
a person to doom, rather it is a
personal choice people make by
rejecting God's will. Jesus
"foreknew" that Judas would
betray Him but did not
"foreplan" this act.
Matthew 27:3-10 is the only
Biblical description of Judas'

l

. Charlyr

recognition of the consequence~
of his betrayal. It states he be1
came remorseful, returned thy
money he had gained by
betraying Christ, and then
committed , suicide.
The
question is was this a true
display of repentance or was h;
just overwhelmed by hi~
actions?
A first glance it appears Judas
was truly "sorry" for what h~
I
had done. However, repentan~
I
means to "turn away from sii;i
and tum to God." We do not get
a clear picture from Matthew ~7
that he went through this
I
complete process. Anyone c.µi
be "sorry" after they are caug~t
in sin. The scriptures also prqjec~ Judas as being eternallr
doomed. Matthew 26:24 says,
"But woe to that man who be1
trays the Son of Man! It woul~
be better for him if he had nqt
been born." Several scripture's
I
confirm that Judas was not
I
penitive individual. Take Pet:e,r
for example: he grossly denie~
Quist three times. Yet he truly
repented and was accepted back
into fellowship with Jesus
Christ. Jesus has assured us if
we repent" He would "forgive
us of our sins and cleanse us
form all unrighteousness" (1st
John 1:9).

a

If you have a question that
you would like answered; write~
Pastor Reginald Woods, Life
Changing Ministries, P.O. Box
449, San Bernardino, CA
92402.

ALLEN CHAPEL A.M.E. .
CHURCH
4009 Locust Street !
(corner of Locust & 10th Street)
Riverside, California 92501
Church (714) 689-9406

Manse. (714)683-2635

Irvin Perry Sr.
Service - 3:00 p.m., Training
Union - 6:30 p.m., Evening
Worship - 7:30 p.m., and
Tuesday Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.

. ....
Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr.
Pastor

Sunday School ....... 9:30 A.M.
Worship Service .... . 11:00 A.M.
YPD Meeting
2nd and 4th Sunday Afternoon
Wednesday
Prayer Meeting ....... 7:00 P .M.
Bible Study ..•..• 7:30-8:30 P .M..
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Anticoch Baptist
Second Baptist, Redlands

', Good News Missionary Baptist Greater Faith Missionary Bapt.
4104 Park Ave.
', P.O. Box 55743
• Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor
(714) 787-8667

Sunday Services
9:00 Song Praise Service
9:30 Sunday School
11_: ~ Morning Worship

''

Perris 5th Street Seventh Day
, Adventist
. 300 E. 5th Street
; : Perris, CA 92370
• Rev. Donald G . King, P astor
':., · (714) 657-2798
1

Saturday Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Morning Worship
4:00 Adventist Youth
Program

'l

Second Baptist, Riverside
2911 9th Street

6021 Liminite Ave.
Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor
(714) 788-2500

Sunday
11:00 Sunday School
12:30 Worship & Praise Service

4491 Kansas Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
(714) 682-9810
Kenneth L. Bushnell. Pastor
Saturday Services

9: 15 - Song Service
9:30 - Sabbath School
11 :00 - Church Service
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services

.,

Refreshing Spring Temple
2883 7th Street
Riverside, CA 92507

784--0860
. Pastor: Rev. F .E. Knight
Sunday School - 9:20 a.m.
Morning Service - 11 :15 a.m.
Evening Service - 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday Nights
at 7:30 p.m. & activities for the
children.

Temple Missionary Baptist
Church
1583 Union Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411
(714) 888-2038
Rev. Nathaniel White, Pastor
"Faith is the substance of things
hoped for, the evidence of
r, things not seen. "

9: 15 arri
10: 15 am

Morning Worship

10: 15 am

Bible Study - 7:45 Wednesday

Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist

Riverside Faith Temple

5476 34th Street
Rubidoux, CA
(714) 684-6480

2355 Pennsylvania Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Revs. J . & B. Sims, Pastors
(714) 788-0170

Sunday Services
9:45 Sunday School
10:45 Morning Worship
5:00 BTU
6:00 Evening Worship
Rev. O.E. Jones

Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:30 Evening Worship

Sunday Service

St. John Baptist
2433 l 0th Street
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. C. James, Pastor
(7 14) 784-0000

1899 Mariposa Street
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. J. Hardy, Pastor
(714) 780-2240

9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Evening Service

10 a.m.
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study/
Prayer Meeting
7 p.m.
Pastor Rev. R.A. McKinley

Wednesday Worship Service
7:30p.m.
Come Over To Macedonia And
Help Us! - Acts 16:9
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor

Sunday Service
9:00 Prayer of Consecration
9:30 Sunday School
10:45 Devotion & Worship
5:30 BYPU (1st)
6:00 Evening Worship

Bethel A.M.E. Church

St. Paul A.M.E. Church

Rev. Joel Steward

1355 W. 21st Street

San Bernardino, CaJtf. 92411

Full lighthouse
Gospel Church

(714)887-1718

Sunday Worship Servtce-1 1:00am
Sunday School-9 :30am

Rev. Charles
Pastor

3153 N. Macy
San Bernardino, California

Brooks,

,1

16888 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92336
~ (714) 899-0777

~J

937 Clay Street
Redlands, CA 92374

Sunday Services
8:00 Sunday Morning Worship
9:30-Sunday School
11 ;00 Sunday Worship
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbarrl
Pastor

(714)

Sunday Services
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

Bright Star Missionari
Baptist Church
~
5306 ODEL
Community Baptist Church
Rubidoux, California
''Come Let Us Reason Together' Sunday School - 9:30 a111
Morning Worship - 11 am
Sunday School
9:30 A.M.
Evening Worship 7:00 pm
Morning Worship 11:00 A.M.
Wed. Bible Study 6:30 pm ,
B.T.U.
S:OOP.M . .
Pastor K. Solomon ;

PRAYER AND

Wed.

BIBLE STUDY
7:00 P.M.
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA

350-9646
.Bethesda Missionary Baptist
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92411 ·
Rev. Donald Osborne
Sunday Service
9:30 Sunday School
11:00 Worship Hour

(Temporary Location)
Creekside Elementary School
13563 Heacock St.
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(Mailing Address)
P. 0 . Box 8282
Moreno Valley, CA 92388
(714) 780-7836 or 780-0226
Grand Opening
N ovember 5-16, /989
9:30 a.m. - School Of W'isdom
11:00 a.m. - Morning Worship

·

Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m.
TUFSDAY:
Prayer Meeting And Bible
Study - 7:00 p.m.
"Everyone Welcomed"

CAN'T MAKE IT TO CHURCH
KPRO 1570AM

Sunday mornings ,
at 7:30 A.M.

887-1227 / 887-3809

...

1168 N. Waterman Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92410
(714) 381-4885
Ch uck Singleton
Senior Pastor

Hallelujah Service ..................9:00 a.m.
C atherdral Worship ..............11:00 a.m.
B aptism Service...................... .4:30 p.m.(held at Fontana location)
The Great Family Assepibly..6:00 p.m.

':ommunity Baptist Church
Redlands

19320 Spaulding
Perris, CA 92370
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor
. (714)780-7 1IO

Listen to our Radio
B.roadcast Ministry 1

Ephesian New Testament:
Church
'

"Bible Teaching Church"

J$StJS 1S SUNDAY WORSHIP LOCATION:

' SERVICE TIMES:

8:00 Morning Worship,
9:30 Sunday School 11:00 Morning Worship'
5:30 B.T.U.
•7:00 Evening Service '
_Nursery Services PrQvidC(i

New Hope Baptist - Perris

Life Changing
Ministries

; fi1if;o

ETIWANDA HIGH SCHOOL
13500 Victoria Avenue
R ancho Cucamonga, CA

Sunday Services

WORSHIP SERVICFS
S U NDAY: ·
Sunday School - 9:15 a.m.
Morning Worship -10:15 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study-7:00pm

t.

9:00 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship

Kansas AvenueS.D.A Church
4491 Kansas Ave.
Riverside, CA

Vesper Service-7:30pm
Prayer-7 :{)()pm

;,r

(714) 887-2526 Church

Sunday

Services Held At:

Morris A . Buchanan, Pastor

1.

Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor. .

~~~Joi BAFl'Isr Cffllllclt

I I :00 am - Sunday Service
9.30 am - Sunday School
7:30 pm - Prayer Meeting
6:45 am - Women in Prayer
(Tuesday)

l,

1575 West 17th Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

Dr. E. Jones Pastor f rom Compton, CA

1626 Baseline A ve.
Fontana, CA 92335
(714) 350-9401

Sunday School - 9:45 a.m .
Moming Service -11:00 a.m.
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m.
,, Wed. Nite Prayer - 6:00 p.m.
Wed. Nite Bible Study
6:00 p.m.

· New Hope Baptist, S.B.

7547 Emerald Street
Riverside, CA 92504
Leonard C. Coes Pastor ·
(714)688-7872

Mt. Moriah Bdptist

Sunday Services

Sunday School

5530 34th Street
Rubidoux, California
Mailing Address:
P .O . Box 1355
Riverside, CA 92502
(714) 686-1580
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor

2042 N. State St.
San Bernardino, CA 92411
887-2138
Sunday - 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m.

Sunday Service

O rder of Service

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Macedonia Baptist Church

Victory Celebration 10:00 A.M.

Mt. Olive Baptist Church
2110 Ogden St.
San Bernardino, CA. 92405
(714)887-4864

9:15 A .M. - Church School
10:30 A.M. - Morning Worship

Saturday Services

(714) 684-9160
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr.
Pastor

9:20 Round Table Prayer
9:30 Sunday School
11 :00 Morning Worship
6:00 Baptist Training Union
7:30 Evening Worship

Sunday Worship

9: 15 Song Service
9:30 Sabbath School
11 :00 Church Service
5:00 Adventist Youth Service

Riverside Christian Family
Fellowship
1385 W. Blaine
Riverside, CA 92507

1910 Pennsylvania Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. Campbell, Pastor
(714) 684-8782

Mid-Week Service

7:00 - Wednesday Evening
Youth Bible Service
7:30 - Friday Evening

(71 4) 684-7532
Sunday Senices
Sunday Schoo l
Devotional Services

Service for Praise
6:00 pm
(Sunday Evening Workshop)

Park Avenue Baptist Church

Kansas Ave. SDA Church

420 East Stuart Ave.
Redlands, CA 92374
Rev. A. Green, Pastor
(714) 793-1074

(Corner of Waterman and Baseline)

- Outreach Ministries -

823-3400
Rev. Emory
Pastor

James,

"

·'J

16286 Foothill Blvd • 'JI'.
.
Fontana
,r

j

Pastor Reginald Woods

Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m .
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm

Jesus Christ will make a difference in your life.

A OS TEMPLE CME
2719 11th Street
(7 14) 683-1567
Worship Services
Morning Worship......... .. 8:00 a.rn.
Sunday School. .... . ... .. .. 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.. ... . . .. 11 :00 a.m.
Prayer and BiblJ! Study
Wednesday . . .... ......... : 6':30 p.m.

Rev. Washington, Pastor

Listen To Bro. Roj,.
Call (714) 792-0951 , J

KUOR
Gospel Radio ....
Sunday
2 Midnight
A.M.
89.1 FM
For God's Good Ole'
Gospel Music
i 1,
Produced By:
Rev. H.H. Hubbard :;~.
Pastor of Redlands ,t';
Community Baptist Church

..
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By Charles Ledbetter

O~tober 14 at the March AFB
NCO Club, The National
Council of Negro Women
presented their 11th Annual
Mary McLeod Bethune
Recognition Luncheon. The
theme was, "Living The
Legacy". It was an outstanding
program, attended by over 250
persons. This affair featured
awards to community leaders
who were recognized for their
outstanding work as soldiers for
social justice. The efforts of
these individuals help bring
better education, decent living
conditions, high self-esteem and
•
pri,de to all, with the focus on the
less fortunate. Many times it is
our Black youth that need this
extra effort due to the way
society view them. The honorees
were John and Vivian Dukes,
Jeane Williams Walter Pete
West, Dr. Leona Williams,
Marcia Hazelton, Rachel Harris
and Charles Ledbetter.
I was thrilled to receive a
plaque for my efforts in Moreno
Valley and the surrounding
communities. I did not get to
thank the NCNW publicly for
this wonderful award, so I will
do it now. A person can live a
life time and not realize that their
efforts are appreciated. We must
express our care for each other
more. When I read the ad from
my family which read, "To a
wonderful husband and father,
you deserve the best, it made my
ego rise to the sky. There was an
outstanding presentation by the
keynote speaker, Dr. Carolyn
Murray from UCR. (Her subject
will be covered in detail at a later
date.)
· At this time, I would like to
thank the NCNW for giving me
such a wonderful award. The
affair where we were recognized
for our work brought this
p;issage of the bible to mind,
"Our cup runneth over" it has ·
~en proven many times, when
we face tough times, when
th!ngs are not just as we would
like to have them, the Lord is
putting us through a training
period. So that we will be able to
handle the good times, with
grace and humility.
I thank Mrs. Grant, the
NCNW and especially my wife,
T~rry and the rest of my family
for having faith in me. The joy
th}lt is in my soul is saying
passively, thank you father for
creating such wonderful people,
and Lord, allow me to do more,
arid more, for my fellowman as I
remain pleasing in your sight
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COMMUNITY
Debelah Morgan Crowned Miss Black Tee·nage Worl~

Debelah Morgan .

Main
Street To Sponsor
Magical Review
San Bernardino Downtown
Main Street, Inc. is an
organization designed to
revitalize our downtown core as
well as work with other
community
development
agencies to bring business, jobs,
and development to San
Bernardino. Main Street will be
sponsoring it's annual "Magical
Review" on Saturday, October
2..Q.... 1990, from 11:30 a.m. to
~ I2Jil,. on the City Hall Plaza
(between "D" and "E" Streets).
Admission is~" ro .allLThis a
family oriented event with
emphasis this year on talented
individuals from the Inland
Empire. According to Robert
Chairman

Street's Special Events
Committee, "You are going to
see talent you never knew
existed right here in our own
backyard. Our committee
screened more than 25 acts .
Those we are presenting to you
on the 20th will be the cream of
the crop featuring singing,
dancing, juggling, and so much
more." He concluded by saying,
"The entire screening committee
was impresse~ and I am sure
you will be too."In addition to
the Magical ·Review, there will
be clowns, face painting, snowcones, hot dogs, soft drinks,
popcorn, tee-shirts, and lots of
fun for everyone.

Currently in Winston Salem,
N.C. Debelah Morgan is the
reigning Miss Black Teenage
World, a national pageant
sponsored by founder Ron
Charity and Dudley Products.
The
pageant
provides
scholarships for all its
participants. Out of the 5
categories (Sportswear, Creative
Expression, Talent, Personal
Projection and Evening Wear)
•, Morgan won Top Awards in
two; one in talent and the other in
personal projection.
Debelah Morgan is 16 years
old and a freshman in college.
She began her music career at the
age of 3; started formal training
at the age of 8 and at 12 enrolled
in Tucson High, magnet school
for fine arts.
Tucson's Miss Juneteenth
1988-89 and Miss Black Teen
Arizona 1989 - 90,
1st Place Winner of the 199(),
Show Time West Coast Theatre!
Vocal Soloist at the Hollywood
Palladium, 1990 NAACP ACTSO Tucson - 1st Place Vocal
Classical and 1st Place Drama
allowing her to participate in
nationals at the L.A. Convention
Center and winning a Silveri
Medal in the vocal Classical
presented by Robert Guilliame
and winner of the 1990-1991
Miss Black Teenage World,
Morgan devoted her spare time
to organizing and producing the
First Annual Soul Fest '89, an
event she is detennined to make

---""!---------~-..:..___.;...__. ;.;.; ;:.;. . ; .;:;_____________

unity. Producer of Soul Fest
'90, Morgan brought together 48
artist from Arizona, California
and New Orleans. This program
commemorated the works that
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
other freedom fighters gave to
society. This years focus is to
bring attention to the oppression
policies of apartheid in South
Africa and the political turmoil of
South America. Debelah says,
"Soul Fest is an event designed
to bring everyone (all races)
together with music."
In the talent competition for
Miss Teenage World, Debelah
overwhelmed the audience and
judges alike when she sang a
stirring soulful rendition of Patti
Labelle's "There's a Winner in
You". She received a standing
ovation and a thunderous
continuous applause; prompting
the pageant officials to halt the
applause in order to continue
with the program. By the
evenings end, Debelah Morgan
was crowned Miss Black
Teenage World. As a result of
winning, she received two full
scholarships to Hampton and
Grambling University. She plans
to continue her education and
major in Music. Debelah has also
been chosen as the National
Spokesperson for Captain
Drugbuster C.A.D. (Children
Against Drugs).
Be sure to keep an eye out
for ~this talented teen as she
releases her debut single "I Love
You", definitely the first of many

from this beautiful singing
sensation! ! For further
information regarding the
Pageant, Contact: Mr. & Miss

Black
Teenage
World
Scholarship Program Inc. 1724:
1st Street N.W. Washingto~
D.C. 20001 (202) 387-1809 '• ·'

Seminar Offered On Kids
"Does My Kid Have What It
Takes to Be A Model or Actor?"
is the subject of a seminar to be
offered in Redlands on Saturday,
October 27 by The Modeling and
Performing Arts Center
(MPAC).

The two-hour seminar will
focus on what it takes to be a
child actor or model, how to get
into the business and how to
avoid the pitfalls and ripoffs of
the industry. Topics include pictures and resumes; agents and
managers; working conditions
and pay rates; work permits; taxi
implications; industry reference
guides/trade publications and
self-promotion strategies.
Jamie Youell, owner of

MPAC, will present the
modeling portion of the
program. Marion Wilson,
MPAC'S program director and a
freelance casting director, will
cover the acting field.
The seminar will meet from
4:00-6:00 p.m. at the Modeling. ,
and Performing Arts Center, av:
515 New Jersey, Suite E-,"
Redlands. A question and an -1
swer period and refreshmentsM
will fallow the lecture.
~
Registration deadline i:s1
October 17; the fee is $25.00 and
includes a copy of the..
workbook, "The Show Busine~ 1
Survival
Guide.,,·
Fo t:
information, phone MPAC at•i.,
798-9394.
•!,,

Alpha's To Host Harvest Ball
The Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity, Mu Xi Lambda
Chapter will be hosting "The
Harvest Ball," a gala repeat of
their autumn ball "Rose and
Gold." The event is co-hosted by
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,
Inc. The formal affair will take
place at Norton Air Force Base
Officer's Oub on November 10,

,...,,

1990.
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~

I ,•,

The Mu Xi Lambda Chapter
will also hold its monthly
meeting, Sunday, OCtober 21, ·
1990 at Pacific Savings Bank':,:
201 E. Baseline, Rialto at 6:
p.m.
For
Harvest
BallJ
reservations or informatioh
',-.'
contact Marion Black 875-2758: ·

·~----------------------------------•'!
ihere's Excitment in Every Turn!

.,

'·
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Come enjoy an evening
and networking
Mother Nature and Omniasance will be presenting a Fashion Show Extravaganza.
Featuring Special Guest Models and Singers. Fashions by the Renown Fashion
Des_igner Ms. Robin Tyler from Washington D.C. The show will be held Sunday,
October 28, 1990 from 4 p.m. - 7 p.m. Complimentary Buffet and Host Bar. So come
"take a step back in time" and return "Back to the Future". There will be a special
musical tribute to Marvin Gaye. We have an immediate open model's call now. Call
Navis/Bellamy at (213) 957-9049 or R. Tyler at (2 13) 466-9102 for ticket
information. (L to R) Navis Oliver, Ms. Jacqueline Landrum (winner), Michelle Banks
(1st Runners-up), Mandy Magette, Lori Vasquez, and W.J. Bellamy.

LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
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Black Culture Foundation Prepares For 1991
Black History Month Activities
The Black Culture
Foundation is pleased to
announce the 1991 Black
History Parade which is
scheduled for Saturday,
February 2, 1991. Jim King,
President of the Black Culture
Foundation, reports the weekend
activities to include a celebrity
reception, a parade, a banquet
and and a gospel program. The
Chairpersons for the parade are
Colonel Duckett and Ms Rosalyn
Kraut. Meetings are held every
Saturday at the Home of
Neighborly Services, located on
N. Mt. Vernon Avenue at 9 a.m.
The Black C ulture
Foundation would also like lo
announce that Miss Black San
Bernardino, Jori Guillory, Miss
Black San Bernardino, and a
senior at Cajon High School will
be a participant in the Red
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next year's Black History Parade
by attending the weekly meetings
that are held on Saturday.
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~ -RANGE ~HOW
LINCOLN• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON

1600 Camino Real
Jori Gullory
Ribbon parade Saturday,
October 20, 1990. Jori is active
in the BSU. She is also a peer
counselor and a former
cheerleader for her school. Jori
is a member of Holy Temple Full
Gospel Church. She has given
her support towards planning

SAN BERNARDINO
Ralph Riven

~i'V'"~~s

f<>~
Riv-e:rsid..e

>889-3514
Se Habla (714) 824-0270
Espanol
.
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All prices plus tax. license, doc. & smog fees. All prices
include all factory incentives & rebates.
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EDUCATION
NAACP Grants Scholarship To . Cal Baptist Students
Alicia Wallace and Hiey1er
Pimpton freshmen at California
Baptist College recently received
a prestigious scholarship award
of $500 from the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, better known
as NAACP.
Wallace and Pimpton, were
informed of the scholarship
through their church bulletin at
St. Stephens Baptist Missionary
Church, Dr. E.W. McCall, pastor.
Students were required to
write an essay entitled
"Continuing The Struggle Unitil
the Victory is Won," to be
eligible for the award.
"This award means as the title
of the essay strongly suggest
that, we as human beings co-existing in a pluralistic world must
realize that the struggle for
equality, hunger, and other important elements in this society is
not over," said Pimpton from
Rowland Heights.
Pimpton not only tries to be
an example for her team mates
on the volleyball team, but to
African-Americans as well. "I
felt it was a true blessing from
God and I was overwhelmed
with joy. Pimpton also stated,
"The scholarship award will go
to further my college education."
This award also gave great
meaning to Wallace who said,
"As I stated in my acceptance
speech, the essay was not just

What is the struggle? The
struggle is desiring the benefits
of money so badly that it
outweighs the value of fellow
African-Americans .
The
struggle of seeing a nation of
South Africans suffering under
the chains of apartheid, yet the
situation remains unchanged.
The struggle is the frequency of
black on black crime in order to
earn prestige in a gang. The
struggle is graffiti-filled ghettos
called by many AfricanAmericans.
Many struggles have been
mentioned, but the largest and
most deadly struggle is hopelessness. This feeling prevents motivation for change. It is my
duty, along with every other
African-American, to be dissat-

Hieyler Pimpton
, Alicia Wallace
,·
African-Americans must face, to more than just the basic struggles
go about making changes with in of living. The toils of black presociety for the betterment of our decessors have reaped plenteous
race," said Wallace from Walnut. benefits, but the battle is neither
"The scholarship award will final nor complete.
go to the advancement for my
The black forefathers of this
college education. It was a honor nation were taken from their
and I am grateful." stated homes andforced to adapt to the
Wallace.
unfamiliar environment that
Both Wallace and Pimpton are blacks now call "home". They isfied with the race's current
vivid and prosperous students at were humiliated under the standing. I am obligated to ma.Ice
California Baptist College, with bonding chains of slavery and morals outweigh the reward of
this award they will encourage sold as property. Denied of
money. J am chosen to feed inother African-Americans as well knowledge, they were forced to
quiry with knowledge and to do
as Non African-Americans to en- live their lives in ignorance.
my part as an African-American
hance their college education.
Negros were made · to feel
to reach new plateaus ofpositive
One of the winning essays unacceptable because society did
achievement. Most of all, I have
not look upon them as a favored
is below:
been commissioned by Christ to
race,· segregation among schools
allow his light to shine in all
Vic tory as defined in and neighborhoods prevailed
actions/ take. I have taken the
Webster's dictionary, is thefinal because blacks were thought to
oath as an African-American to
and complete supremacy in a be less than human. These,
continue the struggle and act
battle. Life, even in its simplest among others, were the obvious
upon the workable injustices of
forms is a struggle. For plants, struggles that African-Americans
all mankind; to give to Christ the
it may be a struggle for sunlight; faced and conquered.
mountains I cannot climb, to acfor animals it may be a struggle
Unfortunately, Africanknowledge that until the struggle
for food; for humans, it may be a Americans have taken a lapse
of God's Spirit over human
struggle just to wake up every from the predicament of the past
frai{ty is completed, only Christ
words to please the reader. It morning. However, the African- due to the division within the will determine the victorious
was a commissioning that all American race has borne even race. Rather than activist, there
are many silent soldiers. The wzn.
~__,__.,-...!!!!!!:
Handy Now Head's Compton
correlation of the silence and the
division has given the AfricanSchools
American race a new struggle.
Dr. J. L. Handy, assistant su-

100 Black Men To Host Career
Day

Lloyd Walker
Dr. Lloyd Walker has been
appointed chairman of the
Career Day Program sponsored
by the 100 Black Men of the
Inland Empire. It will held on
October 24th from 9 to 12 noon

at Myer School in Rialto (9th and
Meridian). Dennis Gray III, a
realtor, co-chairman of this
event
Dr. Walker grew-up in San
Bernardino and
attended
elementary and high school in ·
the city. He attended dental :
school in San Francisco, and
maintains his dental practice in ,
Rialto with his partner, Dr.
Robert Williams - Tri Star
Family Dentistry.
100 Black Men will be
assisted by Otis Jones, Don
Griggs, Sam Jackson, Mildred .
Henry, and Wallace Allen.

AKA's and CSUSB Black Family ~
Staff Hosts Family Celebration
The Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority and the California State
University San Bernardino Black
Family and Staff are hosting the
annual African American Family
Celebration. The event will take
place on October 27, 1990 from
9:00 am to 5:00 pm at Cal State
San Bernardino. There will be
workshops for the entire family,
as well as entertainment,
vendors, and food.
Everyone in the community
is invited to bring a blanket and
enjoy
the
picnic-like
environment Entertainment to be
featured includes Lanika and Son
Gospel Rap, a Greek Step
Compeition, and Jazz by
"Cliche".
On Friday night, October

i

26th at 7:00 p.m .. at the·
university's theater State Senator
Diane Watson will be the .
keynote speaker to begin the
kick-off of the event The Friday
night event will also feature the
Evergreen Singers. The theme is
"Know Thyself."
The African American
Family Celebration is sponsored
by the Eta Nu Omega Chapter of
the Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority,_
Cal State San Bernardino Black
Faculty and Staff, and the Cal
State San Bernardino Intellectual
Life and Visiting Scholar's
Committee.
Please make reservations
calling 820-1636 before October
20th.

--'""'!"'~.,;.-.~-----~---------------------,:

perintendent of Sacramento
Unified School District, was app9inted superintendent of the
Compton Unified School
District, September 1, 1990.
Dr. Handy has a doctorate
the University G. LaVerne
and a Bachelor of Arts degree
and a Master of Arts degree in
sdcial science from California
State University at San Jose. He
has a life administrative service
credential and a life standard
se~ndary teaching credential.
He served as assistant superintendent in the Sacramento
1
Unified School District, he was
principai of Luther Burbank
, High School in Sacramento and
I '
\Martin Luther King, Jr. High
School in Berkeley. Dr. Handy
h~ over 18 years of educational
eK'perience.
: In 1986, he was recognized as
one of the ten best principals in
t])e Nation. Prior to entering the
field of education, Dr. Handy
was an accountant for General
Motors.
He is a member of various
professional organizations in~
eluding the Association of

African American
Male

ftpm

California
School
Administrators, Phi Alpha Theta,
International Honor Society in
History, National Education
Association,
California
Association for Compensatory
Educ a tion,
California
Educational Partnership
Consortium, Phi Beta Kappa Sacramento Chapter and the
California Coalition of Black
School° Board Members and
Administrators.
He is the proud father of three
young adults and is a grandfather. His personal interests include golf, reading, hiking, bike
riding, fishing and jogging .

Cal Baptist College Upgrades
I.library
by Gordon Hannon
The Annie Gabriel Library
California Baptist College
Riyerside recently upgraded
library system by becoming
member of OCLC (On!
Computer Library Center).
' OCLC is the world's largest
information network, in which
there are more than 9400
affiliated libraries worldwide.

_ ___,,,,_

The membership in OCLC
well as the purchasing of OCLC
computer software were gifts to
college from the Women's Guild
Cal Baptist
Through membership in
system, Cal Baptist will be able
participate in interlibrary loans
col1ection development bibliographic verification and reference
search.

It was announced today that
on Friday, October 26, 1990,
Members of the Legislative
Black Caucus will convene another in a series of hearings on
the Black Family. The 1990
hearing will examine the subject
"The African American Male: An
Endangered Species" and will be
held from 1:00 pm to 4:00 pm at
the State Capitol in the Unruh
Hearing Room 4202.
The hearing will focus on the
areas of education, religion, employment, community programs,
public/private sector efforts and
the judicial system. Based on
available data, Black males in
our society are at high risk. For
example, there are more Black
males in their twenties under
court control than Black males of
all ages in higher education.
Expert witnesses will give
testimony before Members of the
Legislative Black Caucus. The
discussion will address needs
and concerns throughout the
African American community in
formulating effective solutions to
this problem.
According to Stephen Gateley
director of library services at California Baptist, the two features
that the library plans to use right
away are the cataloging and interlibrary system.
The interlibrary loan system
will allow Cal Baptist students to
check out books from any library
in the system. This is just one of
the 12 projects the Guild is
putting together this school year.

James A. White
President

NOBODY HAS TO
.TELL YOU HOW
TO SAVE MONEY!

. ..

2 Riverside Locations
Nationwide Service Warranty
3S53 Merrill Ave.

5520 Van Buren Ave.

(behind The Riverside· Plaza)

(at Philben)

(714) 683-0570

(714) 359-8473

HOURS:

HOURS:

Mon-Fri

Sat.

7:30-6:00
8:00-5:00

Mon-Fri

Sat.

7:30-8:00
8:00-5:00

{,
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
: Marry Instantly

TRUE MATCH
MAGAZINE
, Licensed / clergy.
The
world's largest
$29.00. No blood test,
single's
magazine
for
your home or mine.
marriage-minded
coast
.,_(714) 882-6396.
to coast (as seen on T.V.)
reaching over $145,000
Gentleman would like to
ge.t acquainted with lady monthly! Over 300 with
beiween 45-55. Call 679- photo full descriptions
1321.
Money
ls
no each monthly issue.
Copy $3.00 refundable.
~b.ject.
Intro-Club P .0. Box
1540 Dept. W, Banning,
CA 92220-1540.

________

...

a----------1
HOUSE FOR RENT
FQ.rmer Model Home
3 . bdrms., new carpet,
Jurupa
HIiis
area.
$&25.00 per mo., good
employment and credit
references req.
Contact Mr. Summers
Ebony Arts (714) 5967111

WEDDINGS
Don't Have A Home
Church?
~y Go To Lo, Vega,?
Enjoy a high-quality church
service for small or large
groups at a low cost. Up
to 300 guests Reception
hall available l icense

VICTORY CHAPEL
884-6105

MONEY FINDER
Home equity loans, save
home from forclosure an
spiritual and financial
help. Call (714) 9491161.
(11/10)

Wanted
Church Musician Application available for New
Hope Missioanry Baptist
Church. (714)887-2526

NOTICE INVITING lllJ2S
The County of Riverside, herein called
Owner, invites sealed proposals for the
~ubidoux Senior/Community Center, 588
Mission Boulevard, Rubidoux, California.
Proposals shall be delivered to the Clerk
of the Board of Supervisors, County of
Riverside, 4080 Lemon Street, 14th
Floor, Riverside, California, 92501, not
later than 10:00 a.m. on November 15,
1990, to be promptly opened in public at
said address.
Each proposal shall be in accordance with
Plans, Specifications and other Contract
Documents dated July 1990, and prepared
by J. F. Davidson Associates, Inc. whose
address is 3880 Lemon Street, Suite 300,
Riverside, CA 92501 from whom they
may be obtained upon deposit of $100 per
. set. Such deposit will be returned upon
: the return of the complete documents in
: good condition within ten (10) days after
: bid opening. (Note: For mailing of sets
. submit a separate non-refundable check in
.. the amount of $5 per set).
Pursuant to the Labor Code, the
Governing Board of the Owner has
obtained from the Director of Industrial
Relations, state of California, his
determinations of general prevailing rates
of per diem wages applicable to the work,
and for holiday and overtime work,
.including employee payments for health
and welfare, pension, vacation and similar
purposes, as set forth on schedule which
: is on file at the principal office of the
: Owner, and which will be made available
: to any i!)terested person upon request.
: To be considered, a potential bidder must .
: have a Class "B" license, as required
: under provisions of the Public Contracts
: Code Section 3300, and the California
~ Business and Professions Code, for work
•
: covered in its proposal when a bid is
submitted. This includes a joint venture
formed to submit a bid.
"This project is Federally financed by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (24 CFR Part 57) and
. subjecJ to certain requirements including
: payment of Federal prevailing wages,
: compliance with "Section 3" Affirmative
,.Action requirements, Executive Order
#11246 and others. The aforementioned
are described in the "Special Federal
Provisions" section of the bid document.
Additional information pertaining to the
Federal requirements is on file with the
:County of Riverside's Department of
:Economic and Community Development.
:Prewalk will be held November 7, 1990 at
•
:9:00 a.m., on site. For further
,information, call John R. Viafora
:Development Specialist at (714) 7889770.
Dated: October 15, 1990
Gerald A. Maloney
Clerk or the Board
By: Francine D' Aprile, Deputy

$$$$$
Government Grants,
Loans, Housing, CA
Benefits, Minorities, etc,
Millions given yearly.
Anyone can apply. Take
advantage. For 100%
info, addresses, and phone
numbers
to
apply
immediatley. Send $10.00
mo or cash to : Richard
Gonsalves P.O. Box 1344
San Bernardino, Ca 9240?
I

SPANISH-LANGUAGE
Radio station KCAL-AM
Is taking applications
and Interviewing for a
news
department
position. Must be bilingual Spanish/English,
experienced. Call 8255020 9A-5P Mon thru Fri
for
appointment.
An
Equal
Opportunity
Employer M/F/H/V
Princess demolltlon
Clean up and Hauling
ror rast commerclal
and residential yard
clean up and concrete
demolition
call
(714)689-1003.
Ask
for Prince.

Homeworkers needed
now by firms Top Pay.
For listings Send $5 to
Richard Gonsalves P.O.
Box 1344 San Bernardino,
CA 92402

Public Auction
_October 20, 1990
. Surplus
Motor
Vehicles
and
Equipment Auction
at 9 a.m., San
Bernardino
City
Unified
School
D 1st rlct
Maintenance

yard,

9th and J Streets.
Inspection:
Friday,
October
19, 12 noon.
Twenty per cent
cash or certified
check deposit on
day
or
sale.
Balance to be paid
by 4 p.m., October
24.
Deposits not
refundable.
For
lnrormatlon,
call 381-1126 or
visit
the
Purchasing
Department,
777
North "F: Street,
San Bernardino .

J. Dickinson,
Auctioneer
CA State Lie. #114

Christian
School
Teacher. Salary beginning $1100 per
month. Pre-School
level.
Apply
at
1245
N.
Mt.
Vernon. 9 am - 3
pm (714) 885-5323

Park
Supvr.

Fa c.

$3315-4029/mo
Requires: 4 yrs. exp.
in Construction &
Mtc. pk. rec. related
facilities & Bldgs. &
equiv. to H.S. grad.
Apply by 10/26/90.
CITY OF
RIVERSIDE
Personnel Department
4075 Main St.
Suitel00
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 782-5571
AEO/ AAE/M-F

LEGALS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
rollowlng
person(s) ls (are) doing
business as:
Help -U-Sell or
Rivers! de/Un Ivers lty
1450 University Ave.
Suite 1
Riverside, CA
92507
Sharon Mc Cann
2843 Apple Ave.
Rialto, CA.
92376
This business Is conducted by:
an Individual
This registrant com menced
to
tran sact
business under the flclltlous business nam e or
names listed above on
10,17-90 .
ISi Sharon McCann
The
riling
of
t hi s
statement does not of
Itself authorize th e use
in this slate of a ficti tious business na me In
violation of th e rig hts
or another under f ed•
eral, state, or common
law (Sec. 14400 Et .
Sec. B & P Code)
Statement filed with the
County
Cle r k
or
Riverside
County on
October 17 1990.
I hereby certify that
this copy Is a co rrect
copy or the orig inal
statement on me In my
office.
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk ·
FIie No. 908137
/ P/10-18 , 25,11 ·
1,8,1990

...

HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
PERSONNEL
MANAGER
Business & service
org. for Cal Poly
Pomona seeks an
exper. personnel mgr.
Respon. for policies;
wage
and salary
program; Affirmative
Action ;
benefits
p rogram;
staff
recruitment;
employee counseling.
Req. min. 5 yrs.
progressively respon.
personnel
mgmt.
exper. in a service or
related org. Excellent
comm. , analytical
and computer skills.
Ability to interact on
univer .
campus.
Degree req., exper ..
on a univ. campus
desirable. Salary mid
$40s, excel. benefits.
Apply by 11/9/90.
CAL POLY
FOUNDATION
Bldg. 55
3801 W. Temple
Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768
Smoke-Free
Workplace

Are you between the
Grand Opening Sale
ages 16-24? Not in
5 percent Discount
school?
Low
With Coupon
Income? Can't find
Mina's Fashions
a good job? JOB
CORPS is a free,
International Ladies Oothing
government funded
& Assessories
job training proSee the Latest in
gram. Students reNew York Fashions
ceive basic educaComing soon:
tion (high school
African Attire - Kente Cloth
diploma or GED),
5184 Arlington - Hardm,n Center
vocational training
Riverside, CA 92501
and job placement
(714)689-3232
services.
CALL 888-8128 ort---------.----------1
1-800-JOB CORP
DeCarmo Hair Fashio~s
for more informa2589 Main Street, Riverside,
tion.

CA 92501

Homeworkers needed
now by 150 firms
top pay. Start immediately. Directory
send $1.00 and, #10
self-addressed,
stamped envelope to:
A.P.
Enterprises,
P .0.
Box
30626
San
Dept.
C,
CA
Bernardino,
92404.

Wave Nouveau - $50.00
Relaxer/Touch-up - $25.00
Haircut - $10.00
Texturizer - $20.00
Cellophane (color) - $20.00
California Curl - $30.00

By Appointment Only
(714) 682-7042

''CHEAP'' CARS
~~ EASY PAYMENTS ~--.\'-/\..--,
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WE CAN HELP YOU
.~
ESTABLISH /RE-ESTABLISH

rci'r!~

~ 1kt: "1011:.. ~

GOOD CREDIT

'* * * * *

~~

PS NEED CASH FAST?

HOCK YOUR
• WHEELS!

SCHAFFER
MOTORS
2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

Hills

..

Fur Accessories
Located "A New Beginning"
Hair Salon 3701 Merrill No. 5
Riverside, CA 92507

RANGER CUSTOM
4 x 2 REGULAR CAB

(714)686-8210

His & Hers Jewerly
hers: bracelets, earrings, necklaces,
purses, belts, hair ornaments.
his: bow ties, cuff links, tie tacks,
wrist warmers, gloves.
your choice of fur, mink
in fine shades, also fox,
and racoon.

Tues.-Sat. 12 p.m.-7 p.m.
10 percent off

Bertha's Beauty·
Salon & Boutique
Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique
$10 off w ·ave Nouveau &.Lustra Curls
$5 off w ·onder curl & Permanent Relaxers
MEN - WOMEN - · CHILDREN
1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa
682-1338

1. ~E\V OR USED CARS

2. FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC .
3. ALL MAKES AND MODELS
4. NO CREDIT; BAD CREDIT;
FIRST TIME BUYERS •
"Cowuut
NO MONEY DOWN •
wleJ Black

Enltrpriu
MagazJM
,w,ud Clablo HUls F OM o,w of
1M Ta, JOO Blad OWIIM &
OT#l'fll«I B'"'1wsu1 UI 11w
UIUU, S111U1."
Moved To New Location:

4480 Chino HIiis Parkway, Chino

!•
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Legals
FICTmous BUSINESS
NAME ~ATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
Sierra West
5266th St
Norco91760
Janet Sierra
1247S Central Ave.
Chino, CA. 91719
This busln~ Is conducted
by: an Individual.
This registrant commenced
to transact business under
the fictitious business name
or names listed above on
9/20/90.
ISi Janet Sierra
The filing or this statement
does not or itself authorize
the use In this state of a
fictitious business name In
violation or the rights or
another under federal, state
or common law (sec. 14400
Et Seq. B & P Code).
Statement filed with the
. County Clerk of Riverside
County on date Indicated
by file on stamp above.
I hereby certify that this
copy l<i a c~rrect copy or the
original statement on file in
my office.
William E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File #907414
IP/9-27, 10-4, 11,18, 1990
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) Is (are) doing
bU5lness as:
Alba Print Senlces
5657 Raye Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Audrey Thomas
56S7 Raye Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Barbara Thomas
S6S7 Raye Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Thi s
business . Is
conducted by:
a General Partnership
TIiis
registrant
commenced to transact
business
under
th e
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on 10-5-90.
/S/ Audrey Thomas
The filing or this
statement does not or
Itself authorize the use
In this stale of a
fictitious
busin e ss
.name In violation or
the rights of another
under federal, state, or
common
law
(Sec.
14400 Et. Sec. B & P
Code)
Statement nled with the
County
C l e rk
of
Riverside
County on
October 9, 1990.
I hereby certify that
this copy. Is a correct
copy or the original
statement on file In my
office .
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
File No. 907921

the orlglnal statement
on file In my office.
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
FIie No. 907802
p.I0111 , 18, 2 5 & 11-1
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
Jes lures
4850 Arlington Ave. Su
B

Riverside, CA 92504
Gary Charles Hllliam
20061 Lounsbury Road
Lake Mathews, CA
This
business
Is
conducted by:
an Individua l
This
registrant
commenced to transact
bu s iness
under
the
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on September 27,
1990
/S/ Gary C. Hilllam
The filing
of this
statement does not of
Itself authorize the use
In this state of a
fictitious
business
name In vlolallon of
the rights of another
under federal, state, or
common
law
(S ec.
14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)
Statem en t filed with the
County
Clerk
or
September 27, 1990
I hereb y certify that
this copy Is a correct
copy of the original
statement on fil e In my
office
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
File No. 907598
P -10/11 , 18 , 25&11 - l

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) Is (are) doing
busin ess as:
J .M. O'Neill Company
41593 Winchester Road
Suite 103
Temecula, CA 92390
O.M.C. Inc.
1801 E. Edinger St e.
200
Santa A na, CA 92705

Statement filed with the
County
Clerk
of
Riverside County on
October 2, 1990.
File No. 907721
P-10111 , 18,25 & 11 -1

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
LI f e
Beller
Technologies
2060 Chicago Ave., Su.
B-3
Riverside, CA 92507
Tot

~ot

T tfo

Jn,..

Riverside, CA ~2507
Neveda
This
business
Is
conducted by:
a Corporation
)
This
registrant
commenced to transact
business
under
the
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on 10/9/90
ISi George W. French
The filing
or this
statement does not of
Itself authorize the use
In this state of a
fictitious
business
name In violation of
the rights of another
under federal, statem or
common
law
(Sec.
14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)
Statement filed with the
County
Clerk
of
Riverside County on
October 9, 1990.
I hereby certify that
this copy Is a correct
copy or the original
statement on file In my
office.
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
FIie No. 907917
P-10 /11, 18,2 5 & 11 • l

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
Four Star Pizza
39872 Los Alamos Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92362
Bob Martinez
14917 Camden Ave.
Chino HIiis, CA 91709
Mary Anne Martinez
14917 Camden Ave.
Chino HIiis, CA 91709
This
business
Is
conducted by:
Individuals-Husband
and Wife
This
registrant
commenced to transact
business
unde r
the
fi c titious
busines s
name or names listed
above on October 10,
1990 .
/S/ Bob Martinez
'
The flllng
of this
statement does not of

14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)
Statement flied with the
County
Clerk
or
Riverside County on
October 9, 1990
I hereby certify that
this Is a correct copy of
the original statement
on file In my office.
Wllllam Conerly
County Clerk
FIie No. 907878
p. 10/11,18,25, 11/1

In which the work Is to Al LIN-TY DEMOLITION
be done, to be as listed
CO INC
In the Dt!partment of
(An equal Opportunity
Transportation booklet
Employer)
en lilied
General Requesting Sub-Bids from
Prevailing Wage Rates,
qualified MBEI WBE
dated as set forth on
subcontractors and suppliProposal Form. Coples
of this booklet are on ers for the following
file al 400 P Street, 5th project:
Floor,
Sacramento Asbestos Abatement, #431
California 95814, and Warehouse, California
are available to any In· Rehabilitation Center,
terested party on re• Norco, Riverside Court.
Bids due Monday, October
quest.
Paul R. Neel
22, 1990 Subcontractors
Stale Architect
must bold either a c 20 or c

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME ~ATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing business as:
Dram atlk
A frlkan
Produktlons
150 Shady Grove Dr.
Riverside, CA.
92S07
Rlckerby Hinds
ISO Shady Grove Dr.
Riverside, CA.
92507
This business Is conducted
by: an indivlduaL
This registrant commenced
to transact business under
the nctltious business name
or names listed above on

a------------1

9/25/90.
ISi Rlckerby Hinds
The filing or this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use In this state of a
fictitious business name In
violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (sec. 14400
Et Seq. B & P Code).
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on date Indicated
by file on stamp above.
I hereby certify that this
copy is a correct copy of the
original statement on file In
my office.
William E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File #907S39
IPl9-27, 10-4, 11,18, 1990

.

REQ UIREMENT FOR
NONDJSCRIMINATION
PROGRAM

(Gov. Code, Section
12990): Your attention
Is
called
to ,th e
"N ondlsc rlm Ination
Clause" set forth or r e•
ferred
lo herein which
C aliforni a
Is
applicable
lo a ll
This
bu s in ess
Is
non
ex
empt
Sta t e
conducted by:
Construction
Contracts
a Corporation
and to the "Standard
T hi s
r e gi s trant
California
commenced to tr ansact
Nondlscrlmlnatlon
busin ess
und e r
the
COnstrucllon
Contract
fi c titious
bu s ine s s
Specification"
set
forth
name or names listed
h
e
rein
.
The
above on 9/1/90
Specifications are apISi
Georg e
Paul ,
plicable to all nonex•
Pres ident
empt
Stat e
T he
filing
of thi s
Construction
Contracts
statement does not of
and Subcontracts or
Itself authorize the use
$5,000 or more.
In this stale of a
Pursuant lo Section
fi c titiou s
busin ess
1770
of the Labor
. . .... ,
. ...... ,...... ..
fh A
. . ..,.
name In violation of
Code,
T
he Department
ficti t iou s
busin es s
the rights of another
of Industrial Relallons
name
In
violation
of
under federal, stale, or
has ascertained th e
the rights or another
common
law
(S ec.
general
prevalllng rate
under federal, state, or
14400 Et. Seq. B & P
of
wages
In the co• nty
common
law
(Se c.
Code)
~NAME
STATEMENT
FICTITIOUS
BUSJNESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
T he
following
person(s0 Is (are) doing
business as:
Cross Country Wireless
C abl e
6177 River Crest Dr.
Su. B
Riverside, CA 92507
Cross Country Wireless

•

, 1-u..A n ........" "'' "

: commenced to tr ansact
: busin ess
und er
the
: fi c titious
bu s in ess
1 name
or names listed
: a bove on 9/10/90.
: /S/ Don Bur ns

:
'
\
•
I
,
:

The filin g or t his
statement does not of
Itself authorize the use
In th is s tat e of a
fi c titi o u s
bu si n ess
name In vi ola tion of
the ri ghts of ano ther
undei;- federal, state, or
c o111mon
law
(Sec.
14400 Et. Sec. B & P
C ode)
Statement fli ed with the
C ounty
C l e rk
of
River side County on
October 3, 1990.
I her eby certify that
this Is a cor rect copy of

set of Contract Docum ents, Includin g Plans
and Special Provisions , but . not Including
the
S t andard
Pl a n s
or
S tandard
Specifica tions, may be obtain ed from the
Utility Services Depart m ent , C ity H all,

Dated: ,09/17/90
Diedre' Lingenfelter, City Clerk of the City

I
or Corona, California

r

I•

Sorry For The lnconviencence
By Our Temporary Oosure

Back Under New Management
A CUT ABOVE HAIR SALON
Formerly 'A Touch Of Class'
5665 Van Buren Blvd. Suite C
(714) 352-9236
Perms/Relaxers . ........... . . .... . . . $30.00
Wet Curls .. ......... . .... . . . . ...... $45.00
Hair Cuts . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. ... . ... . ;$10.00
Press & Curls . . . ..... . . . .. ....... .. . $25.00
Hair Weaving and Braiding
COME SEE US
Rachel McCall
Monica Grayson

C

m
CJ)

0

-
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m
m
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m
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Boutique
,
'

'

Petite Tall and Large Sizes
*Better Brand Names
Liz Claiborne
Calvin Klein Sport
Comme Classic
Carole Little
Ellen Tracey
Christian deCastelnau

Ann e Klein
Wild Rose
Sybil
Miss Ashlee
Charter Club
BISWoman

C

Main & Carter Business Center
1045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 92501

-<

'

Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices!

Just to name a few !

0

.

N~--r-- --.-,

-t
)>

WANTED: Join our family of platform stylists. w·e need hair
stylists w / clientele, and barber stylists. Call for an appointment/ interview.

Announcing
The Grand Opening September 1, 1990
of

CJ)

TO OUR FRIENDS:

Cable

67•A Mountain Blvd.
Warren, NJ 07060
Thi s
bu s iness
Is
conducted by:

FICTITIOUS BUSI~ESS
NOTICE
NAME STATEMENT
Riverside
Transit
The following person(s) Is (are) Agency
(RTA)
has
doing business as:
established a
FY91
J.D. Enterprises
participation goal or
17341 Taft
16% (of UMTA ruaded
Riverside, CA 92508
contract opportunities)
Gerald F. Hellums
to
Disadvantaged
17341 Taft
Business
Enterprise
Riverside CA 92508
(DBE), this percentage
Darlene K. Hellums
equals approximately :
17341 Taft
$97,675.00
Riverside CA 92508
This business Is conducted by:
Written comments on
Individuals· Husband & Wife
this
goal
will
be
This registrant commenced to
accepted until October
transact business under the
12, 1990 at 2:00 pm.
fictitious business name or
BUslnesses that qualify
2 license. 430 E . Whittler
names listed above on NIA.
as
Disadvantaged ,
I am responsible for
Blvd.
/SI Darlene K. Hellums
Minority,
Women
no debts other than
La Hambra, CA 90631.
The filing of this statement Owned
my own.
Enterprises
(213)690-6716 or Fax does not of Itself authorize the
(DBE) should request
Carl M. Dameron.
(213)690-1186.
use In this state of a flctitlous
certification
If
business name In violation of Interested In supplying
the rights or another under
NOTICE INVITING BIDS for
products or services to
federal, state, or common law
PROJECT NO. 3-390 In the
Riverside
Transit
(Sec. 14400 Et. Seq. B & P
CITY OF CORONA, CALIFORNI A
Agency (RTA).
Code)
Send
comments
or
requests
to:
PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVE N that Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
RTA
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the
Count on September 27, 1990,
1825 Third Street
orrtce of the City Clerk, City Hall, 81S W.
I hereby certify that this copy
Sixth Street, Corona, California 91720, up Is a correct copy of the original Riverside, CA 92507
•
~ Attn: Saul Sliva
to the hour or 2 p.m., Thursday, November statement on ftle In my office.
8, 1990, at which t ime they will be WIiiiam Conerly
publicly opened and read in the Confer-ence County Clerk
Room for performing the work as follows:
F11e No. 907609
Seventh Street Water li ne Improvements /P/10-4,11,18,25, 1990
between Lincoln A venue
and Har ris
Street approximately 1019 fee t .
Corona, California.
All additional sets or Contract Documents,
all In accordance with the P lans (D r awings
No. US90-1S), Specifications, and other
as described above, may be purchased for a
Contract Documents on fil e In the Utility
non-refundable fee or $25 each, which InServices Department of the City of Corona ,
cludes sales tax and mailing costs. A charge
Califor n ia.
of $5 will be made for the first set malled.
No bid wlll be received un less it Is made on
The City Council reserves the right to
the Bidder's Proposal fo r m furnished by the
reject any and all bids, to waive any IrCity. Each hid must be a ccompanied by cash
regularity or Informality In any bid to the
or a ce rtified cashier ' s check , or Bidder's
extent permitted by law, or to award the
Bond on the bond fo rm provided by the
contract to other than the lowest bidder.
Bidder may not withdraw bis bid for fortyCity, payable to the C ity of Cor on a In an
five (4S) days after the bld opening.
amount equal to 10% or the amount of the
Contractor shall have a valid Class A or Cbid, such guarantee to be forfeited under
Government Code should the bidder to whom
34 license from the State of California In
the contract Is awarded fall to enter Into the
order to perform this work.
contract
and
provide
the
r e quir e d
Pursuant to Public Contract Code Section
No. 22300, the Contractor will be permitted
Performance and P ay ment Bonds with in
the substitution or securities for any
t hirteen (13) calendar days a fter the date of
monies withheld by a public agency to
the award or the contr act.
ensure performance under contract. At the
The City bas obtained fr om th e Dir ector of
r equest and expense or the contractor, sethe Department of Indus t r ia l Re la tions the
curities equivalent to the amount withheld
general prevailing rate or per diem wages
shall be deposited with the public agency,
and the general pre va iling r ate for holiday
or with a state or federally chartered bank
and overtime work in the loc a lity where the
as the escrow agent, who shall pay such
work will be conducted . Said rates are on
monies
to the contractor upon satisfaction
file with the City C lerk and wi ll be made
completion
of the contract. Securities ell·
available to any interested pa rty on r equest.
g
lble
for
investment
under this section
Each contrac tor to w hom a co nt rac t ls
s
hall
Include
those
listed
In Section 16430
awarded mus t post co pies or the prevalllng
or
bank or savings
or the government code
wate r rate at the job site, and must see that
or
deposit. The
and loan certificates
be and all subco ntra ctors a re p a yi ng s aid
beneficial
owner or
Contractor shall be the
rates.
any securities substituted for monies
All bids are to be compa r ed on the basis of
withheld and shall receive any Interest
the Director of Utilities estim ate of quantithereon. All such action shall be conducted
ties or wor k to be done. No bid will be
In accordance and under the provisions of
accepted from a C ontracto r w ho ls no t
all applicable government codes.
licensed in accordance with provis ions or
For technical information relating to the
Cha pte r 9, Divis ion 111, Sect io n s 7 000
details or the proposed project and/ or
through
714S
or
the
Busi ness
and
bidding requirements, please contact Amad
Professions code or the State or California
Qattan,
the project engineer, at (714) 736on the date and at the time or submittal or
2479.
the Bidder's Propos al. One complimenta r y

(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667
Evelyn*Lena"Yvonne*Dorena ready to sem you!
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 All-5:30 Pll

'
' i
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Classifieds
"1?Miklkiii
: Marry Instantly

TRUE MATCH

MAGAZINE
Licensed/ clergy.
The
world's largest
$29.00. No blood test,
single's
magazine
for
your home or mine.
marriage-minded
coast
(714) 882-6396.
to coast (as seen on T.V.)
reaching
over $145,000
Gentleman would like to
monthly!
Over 300 with
gu acquainted with lady
photo
full
descriptions
between 45-55. Call 679each
monthly
issue.
1321.
Money
Is
no
Copy $3.00 refundable.
object.
Intro-Club P .0. Box
1540 Dept. W, Banning,
CA 92220-1540.

-------------

--------------t
HOUSE FOR RENT
F~rmer Model Home
3 , bdrms., new carpet,
Jurupa
Hills
area.
$lt2S.00 per mo., good
employment and credit
references req.
Contact Mr. Summers
Ebony Arts (714) 5967111

WEDDINGS
Don't Have A Home

Church?
Why Go To Las Vegas?
Enjoy a high-quality church
service for small or large
groups at a low cost. Up
to JOO guests Recepti on
hall avoi loble. I icense.

VICTORY CHAPEL
884 -6105

MONEY FINDER
Home equity loans, save
home from forclosure and
spiritual and financial
help. Call (714) 9491161.
(11/10)

Wanted
Church Musician Application available for New
Hope Missioanry Baptist
Church. (714)887-2526

NOTICE INVITING lllllS
The County of Riverside, herein called
Owner, invites sealed proposals for the
~ubidoux Senior/Community Center, 588
Mission Boulevard, Rubidoux, California.
Proposals shall be delivered to the Clerk
of the Board of Supervisors, County of
Riverside, 4080 Lemon Street, 14th
Floor, Riverside, California, 92501, not
later than 10:00 a.m. on November 15,
1990, to be promptly opened in public at
said address.
Each proposal shall be in accordance with
Plans, Specifications and other Contract
Documents dated July 1990, and prepared
by J. F. Davidson Associates, Inc. whose
address is 3880 Lemon Street, Suite 300,
Riverside, CA 92501 from whom they
may be obtained upon deposit of $100 per
• set. Such deposit will be returned upon
: the return of the complete documents in
• good condition within ten (10) days after
. bid opening. (Note: For mailing of sets
. submit a separate non-refundable check in
~ the amount of $5 per set).
Pursuant to the Labor Code, the
Governing Board of the Owner has
obtained from the Director of Industrial
Relations, state of California, his
determinations of general prevailing rates
of per diem wages applicable to the work,
and for holiday and overtime work,
.including employee payments for health
· and welrare, pension, vacation and similar
. purposes, as set forth on schedule which
: is on file at the principal office of the
: owner, and which will be made available
: to any i!)terested person upon request.
~To be considered, a potential bidder must .
;have a Class "8" license, as required
: under provisions or the Public Contracts
: Code Section .3300, and the California
: Business and Professions Code, for work
: covered in its proposal when a bid is
submitted. This includes a joint venture
formed to submit a bid.
"This project is Federally financed by the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (24 CFR Part 57) and
• subjeci to certain requirements including
-payment of Federal prevailing wages,
: compliance with "Section 3" Affirmative
Action requirements, Executive Order
#11246 and others. The aforementioned
are described in the "Special Federal
Provisions" section of the bid document.
Additional inrormation pertaining to the
Federal requirements is on file with the
~County of Riverside's Department of
:Economic and Community Development.
:Prewalk will be held November 7, 1990 at
•
.9:00 a.m . , on site. For further
:information, call John R. Viafora
;Development Specialist at (714) 7889770.
Dated: October 15, 1990

Gerald A. Maloney
Clerk or the Board
By: Francine D'Aprile, Deputy

HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
$$$$$
Government Grants,
Loans, Housing, CA
Benefits, Minorities, etc,
Millions given yearly.
Anyone can apply. Take
advantage. For 100%
info, addresses, and phone
numbers to apply
irnmediatley. Send $10.00
mo or cash to : Richard
Gonsalves P.O. Box 1344
San Bernardino, Ca 92402
,·
SPANISH-LANGUAGE
Radio station KCAL-AM
Is taking applications
and Interviewing for a
news
department
position. Must be bl•
lingual Spanish/English,
experienced. Call 8255020 9A-5P Mon thru Fri
for
appointment.
An
Equal
Opportunity
Employer M/F/H/V

Princess demolition
Clean up and Hauling
for fast commercial
and residential yard
clean up and concrete
demolition
call
(714)689-1003.
Ask
for Prince.

Homeworkers needed
now by firms Top Pay.
For listings Send $5 to
Richard Gonsalves P.O.
Box 1344 San Bernardino,
CA 92402
Public Auction
.October 20, 1990
Motor
. Surplus
and
Vehicles
Equipment Auction
at 9 a.m., San
Bernardino
City
Unified
School
District
Maintenance

yard,

9th and J Streets.
Inspection:
Friday,
October
19, 12 noon.
Twenty per cent
cash or certified
check deposit on
day
of
sale.
Balance to be paid
by 4 p.m., October
24.
Deposits not
refundable.
For
Information,
call 381-1126 or
visit
the
Purchasing
Department,
777
North "F: Street,
San Bernardino •

J. Dickinson,
Auctioneer
CA State Lie. #114

Christian
School
Teacher. Salary beginning $1100 per
month. Pre-School
level.
Apply
at
1245
N.
Mt.
Vernon. 9 am - 3
pm (714) 885-5323

Park
Supvr.

Fae.

$3315-4029/mo
Requires: 4 yrs. exp.
in Construction &
Mtc. pk. rec. related
facilities & Bldgs. &
equiv. to H.S. grad.
Apply by 10/26/90.
CITY OF
RIVERSIDE
Personnel Department
4075 Main St.
Suitel00
Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 782-5571
AEO/AAE/M-F

LEGALS
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
Help-U-Sell of
RIYerslde/Un I verslt y
1450 University Ave.
Suite 1
Riverside, CA
92507
Sharon Mc Cann
2843 Apple Av e.
Rialto, CA.
923 76
This business Is con·
ducted by:
an Individual
This registrant com menced
to
tran s act
business under the fictl•
tlous business name or
names

listed

above

_...

HELP WANTED HELP WANTED
PERSONNEL
MANAGER
Business & service
or g. for Cal Poly
Pomona seeks an
exper. personnel mgr.
Respon. for policies;
wage
and
salary
program; Affirmative
Action;
benefits
program;
staff
recruitment;
employee counseling.
Req. min. 5 yrs.
progressively respon.
personnel
mgmt.
exper. in a service or
r elated org. Excellent
comm. , analytical
and computer skills.
Ability to interact on
univer.
campus.
Degree req., exper ..
on a univ. campus
desirable. Salary mid
$40s, excel. benefits.
Apply by 11/9/90.
CAL POLY
FOUNDATION
Bldg. 55
3801 W. Temple
Ave.
Pomona, CA 91768
Smoke-Free
Workplace

Are you between the
Grand Opening Sale
ages 16-24? Not in
5 percent Discount
school?
Low
With Coupon
Income? Can't find
Mina's Fashions
a good job? JOB
CORPS is a free,
International Ladies Clothing
government funded
& Assessories
job training proSee the Latest in
gram. Students reNew York Fashions
ceive basic educaComing soon:
tion (high school
African Attire - Kente Cloth
diploma or GED),
5184 Arlington - Hardm~n Center
vocational training
Riverside, CA 92501
and job placement
(714)689-3232
services.
CALL 888-8128 o r t - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - 1
1-806-JOB CORP
DeCarmo Hair Fashions
for more informa2589 Main Street, Riverside,
tion.

CA 92501

Homeworkers needed
now by 150 firms
top pay. Start immediately. Directory
send $1.00 and #10
setr-addressed,
stamped envelope to:
A.P.
Enterprises,
P .0.
Box
30626
San
Dept.
C,
Bernardino,
CA
92404.

Wave Nouveau - $50.00
Relaxer/Touch-up - $25.00
Haircut - $10.00
Texturizer - $20.00
Cellophane (color) - $20.00
California Curl - $30.00

By Appointment Only
(714) 682-7042

''CHEAP'' CARS
~~ EASY PAYMENTS ~~-~

~

°5

~E,

f'~
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WE CAN HELP YOU

.~

r~: "6J.~

~ ESTABLISH /RE-ESTABLISH ~ 7J.fE Nc,7c..

~~

~~

GOOD CREDIT

'* * * * *

PS NEED CASH FAST?

HOCK YOUR
WHEELS!

SCHAFFER
MOTORS

on

10-17-90.
ISi Sharon McCann
The
filing
or
this
statement does not of
Itself authorize th e use
In this state or a fictitious business na me In
violation of th e rights
of another under fe d eral, state, or common
law (Sec. 144 00 Et.
Sec. B & P Code)
Statement filed with the
County
Clerk
of
Riverside
County on
October 17 1990.
I hereby certify that
this copy Is a correct
copy of the ori ginal
statement on file in my
office.
WIiiiam Coner ly
County Clerk ·
File No. 908137
/P/10·18,25 , 111,8,1990

Hills

Fur Accessories
Located "A New Beginning"
Hair Salon 3701 Merrill No. 5
Riverside, CA 92507
(714)686-8210

RANGER CUSTOM
4 x 2 REGULAR CAB

. alt 9~~.

His & Hers Jewerly
hers: bracelets, earrings, necklaces,
purses, belts, hair ornaments.
his: bow ties, cuff links, tie tacks,
wrist warmers, gloves.
your choice of fur, mink
in fine shades, also fox,
and racoon.

Tues.-Sat. 12 p.m.-7 p.m.
10 percent off

Bertha's Beauty
Salon & Boutique
Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique
$10 off w ·ave Nouveau &.Lustra Curls
$5 off w ·o nder curl & Permanent Relaxers
MEN - WOMEN - · CHILDREN
1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside
Near K-Mart Shopping Center on Iowa
682-1338

.

.
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ESCORT GT

1. NE\V OR USED CARS

2. FOREIGN OR DOMESTIC .
3. ALL MAKES AND MODELS
4. NO CREDIT; BAD CREDIT;
FIRST TIME BUYERS •
"Cowu ut
NO MONEY DOWN •
wllJ Blad

Enltrpriu

Mag/UJM
ltlUIUd Clauto HUis FOl'd OM of
1M To, 100 B1'd owutl &
optrald BIUlMsu1 ua 11N
UaJu4 S""41."

Moved To New Location:

4480 Chino HIiis Parkway, Chino

t'
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Legals
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
(are) doing busineM as:
Sierra West
526 6th St.
Norco91760
Janet Sierra
1247S Central Ave.
Chino, CA. 91719
This business Is conducted
by: an Individual.
This registrant commenced
to transact business under
the fictitious buslneM name
or names listed above on
9/20/90.
ISi Janet Sierra
The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize
the use In this state of a
fictitious business name In
violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (sec. 14400
Et. Seq. B & P Code).
Statement flied with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on date Indicated
by me on stamp above.
I hereby certify that this
copy L'i a c~rrect copy of the
original statement on file In
my office.
William E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File #907414
/P/9-27, 10-4, 11,18, 1990
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
followlng
person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
Alba Print Services
5657 Raye Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Audrey Thomas
5657 Raye Street
Riverside, CA 92509
Barbara Thomas
5657 Raye Street
Riverside, CA 92509
This
business . Is
conducted by:
a General Partnership
This
registrant
commenced to transact
under the
business
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on 10-5-90.
/S/ Audrey Thomas
The filing
of t1!1s
statement does not of
Itself authorize the use
In this state of a
fictitious
business
name In violation of
the rights of another
under federal, state, or
common
law
(Sec .
14400 Et. Sec. B & P
Code)
Statement filed with the
County
Clerk
of
Riverside
County on
October 9, 1990.
I hereby certify that
this copy. Is a correct
copy . of the original
statement on file In my
office .
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
FIie No. 907921
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
~NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s0 Is (are) doing
business as:
Cross Country Wireless
Cable

6177 River Crest Dr.
Su. B
Riverside, CA 92507
Cross Country Wireless

the original statement
on file In my office.
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
File No. 907802
P-10/11, 18, 25& 11 • l
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
foll owing
person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
Jestures
4850 Arlington Ave. Su
B

Riverside, CA 92504
Gary Charles Hilliam
20061 Lounsbury Road
Lake Mathews, CA
This
business
Is
conducted by:
an Individual
This
registrant
commenced to transact
business under
the
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on September 27,
1990
/S/ Gary C. Hllllam
The filing
or this
statement does not of
Itself authorize the use
In this state of a
fictitious
business
name In violation of
the rights of another
under federal, state, or
common
law
(Sec.
14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)
Statement filed with the
County
Clerk
of
September 27, 1990
I hereby certify that
this copy Is a correct
copy of the original
statement on file In my
office
William Conerly
County Clerk
File No. 907598
P-10/ 11 , 18, 25 & 11-1

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) Is (arc) doing
business as:
J .M. O'Neill Company
41593 Winchester Road
Suite 103
Temecula, CA 92390
O.M.C. Inc.
1801 E. Edinger Ste.
200
Santa Ana, CA 92705
California
This
busin ess
Is
conducted by:
a Corporation
This
registrant
commenced to transact
business
under
the
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on 9/1/90
/S/
George
Paul ,
President
The filing
of thi s
statement does not of
Itself authorize the use
In this state of a
fictitious
bus i nes s
name In violation of
the rights of another
under federal, state, or
common
law
(Sec .
14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)

Statement filed with the
County
Clerk
of
Riverside County on
October 2, 1990.
File No. 907721
P-10/11, 18,25 & 11 • 1

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
fol lowing
person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
L If e
Better
Technologies
2060 Chicago Ave., Su.
B- 3
Riverside, CA 92507
lot

C:at

J lf'a

, ..,.

Riverside, CA ~2507
Neveda
This
business
Is
conducted by:
a Corporatloa
This
registrant
commenced to transact
business
under
the
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on 10/9/90
/S/ George W. French
The filing
of th Is
statement does not of
itself authorize the use
In this state or a
fictitious
business
name In violation of
the rights of another
under federal, statem or
common
law
(Sec.
14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)
Statement filed with the
County
Clerk
of
Riverside County on
October 9, 1990.
I hereby certify that
this copy Is a correct
copy of the original
statement on file In my
office .
WIiiiam Conerly
Count7 Clerk
FIie No. 907917
P-10/11 , 18,25&11-1 '

FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The
following
person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
Four Star Pizza
39872 Los Alamos Rd.
Murrieta, CA 92362
Bob Martinez
14917 Camden Ave.
Chino HIiis, CA 91709
Mary Anne Martinez
14917 Camden Ave.
Chino HIiis, CA 91709
This
business
Is
conducted by:
Ind lvlduals-Husband
and Wife
This
registrant
commenced to transact
business
under
the
fictitious
business
name or names listed
above on October 10,
1990.
/S/ Bob Martinez
The filing
of this
statement does not or
ff•alf'

•1tft..n.l••

fl.a

HOO

fictitious
business
name In violation of
the rights of another
under federal, state, or
common
law
(Sec.

14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)
Statement filed with the
Clerk
or
County
Riverside County on
October 9, 1990
I hereby certify that
this Is a correct copy of
the original statement
on file In my office.
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
FIie No. 907878
p. 10/11,18,25,11/l
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is
{are) doing business as:
Dramatlk
Afrlkan
Produktlons
150 Shady Grove Dr.
Riverside, CA.
92507
Rlckerby Hinds
150 Shady Grove Dr.
Riverside, CA.
92507
This business Is conducted
by: an Individual.
This registrant commenced
to transact business under
the fictitious busineM name
or names listed above on

9125/90.
/S/ Rlckerby Hinds
The filing of this statement
does not or Itself authorize
the use In this state of a
fictitious business name In
violation of the rights of
another under federal, state
or common law (sec. 14400
EL Seq. B & P Code).
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on date Indicated
by file on stamp above.
I hereby certify that this
copy Is a correct copy of the
original statement on me In
my office.
WIiliam E. Conerly,
County Clerk
File #907539
/P/9-27, 10-4, 11,18, 1990
REQUIREMENT FOR
NONDISCRIMINATION
PROGRAM
(Gov . Code, Section
12990): Your a ttentlon
ls
called
to ,the
"N ondlscrlm Ina lion
Clause" set forth or referred to herein which
Is applicable to all
nonexempt
State
Construction Contracts
and to the "Standard
California

Nondlscrlm Ination
COnstructlon Contract
Specification" set forth
herein.
The
Specifications are ap•
pllcable to all no• ex•
empt
St a t e
Construction Contracts
and Subcontracts of
$5,000 or more.
Pursuant to Section
1770 of the Labor
Code, The Department
of Industrial Relations
has ascertained the
general prevailing rate
of wages In the county

.-------------------...1.-----------I
TO OUR FRIENDS:
Sorry For The lnconviencence
By Our Temporary Closure

', Cable
67-A Mountain Blvd.
Warren, NJ 07060
1
This
business
Is
, conducted by:
'

•

I t ... U.A

~ commenced

JJ. ..... .. eo t.lft

to transact

: busin ess
under
the
• fictitious
business
, name or names listed
: above on 9/10/90.
: /S/ Don Burns

:
'
'•
I
,

'

The filing
or this
statement does not of
Itself authorize the use
In this state of a
fictitiou s
bu s in ess
name in violation of
the rights of another
u ndea; feder al, state, or
common
law
(Sec.
14400 Et. Sec. B & P
Cod e)
Statement flied with the
County
Clerk
of
Riverside County on
October 3, 1990.
I hereby certlf7 that
this Is a correct copy of

Back Under New Management
A CUT ABOVE HAIR SALON
Formerly 'A Touch Of Class'
5665 Van Buren Blvd. Suite C
(714) 352-9236
Perms/ Relaxers .. .. . . .... . .......... $30.00
w ·et Curls . . .......... . . . ...... .. . · · $45.00
Hair Cuts ..... . . ... . . . . ... . ........ $10.00
Press & Curls ... . ............ . .... . . $25.00
Hair Weaving and Braiding
COME SEE US
Rachel McCall
Monica Grayson

In which the work Is to
be done, to be as listed
In the D~partment of
Transportation booklet
entitled
General
Prevailing Wage Rates,
dated as set forth on
Proposal Form. Coples
of this booklet are on
me at 400 P Street, 5th
Floor,
Sacramento
California 95814, and
are available to any In•
terested party on re•
quest.
Paul R. Neel
State Architect

Al LIN-TY DEMOLITION
CO INC
(An equal Opportunity
Employer)
Requesting Sub-Bids from
qualified MBE/ WBE
subcontractors and suppliers for the following
project:
Asbestos Abatement, #431
Warehouse, California
Rehabilitation Center,
Norco, Riverside Court.
Bids due Monday, October
22, 1990 Subcontractors
must hold either a c 20 or c

I am responsible for
no debts other than
my own.
Carl M. Dameron.

2 license.
Blvd.
La Hambra, CA 90631.
(213)690-6716 or Fax
(213)690-1186.

PUBLIC NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN t hat
SEALED PROPOSALS will be received at the
office of the City Clerk, City Hall, 815 W.
Sixth Street, Corona, California 91720, up
to the hour or 2 p.m., Thursday, November
8, 1990, at which time they will be
publicly opened and read In the Confer-ence
Room for performing the work as follows:
Seventh Street Waterline Improvements
between Lincoln Avenue
and Harris
Street approximately 1019 fee t .
all In accordance with the P lans {Drawings
No. US90-15), Specifications, and other
Contract Documents on file In the Utlllty
Services Department or the City or Corona,
California .
No bid will be received unless It Is made on
the Bidder's Proposal form fu rnished b y the
City. Each bid must be accompanied by cash
or a certified cashier' s c heck, or Bidder' s
Bond on the bond form provided by the
City, payable to the City or Corona In an
amount equal to 10 % of the amount of the
bid, such guarantee to be forfeited under
Government Code should the bidder to whom
the contract Is awarded fall to enter Into the
contract
and
prov ide
the
r equired
Performance and Payment Bonds within
thirteen (13) calendar days afte r t he date of
the award of the contr act.
The City has obtained from th e Director of
the Department of Indus trial Relations the
aeneral prevalllng rate or per diem wages
and the general prevalllng rate for holiday
and overtime work In the locality where the
work will be conducted. Said rates are on
file with the City Clerk and will be made
available to any Interested party o n request.
Each contractor to whom a contract Is
awarded must post copies of the pr evailing
water r ate at the job site, and must see that
he and all subcontractors a r e paying said
rates.
All bids are to be compared on the basis of
the Director of Utilities estimate of quantl•
ties of work to be done. No bid will be
accepted from a Contractor w ho Is not
licensed In accordance with provisions of
Chapter 9, Division 111 , Sections 7000
through
7145
of
the
Bus in e ss
and
Professions code of the State of California
on the date and at the time of submittal of
the Bidder's Proposal . One c omplimentary
set of Contract Documents, Including Plans
and Special Provisions, but not Including
the
Standard
Plans
or
Standard
Specifications, may b e obtained from the
Utility Services Departm e nt, City Hall,
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Written comments on
th is
goal
will
be
accepted until October
12, 1990 at 2:00 plll.
BUslnesses that quallf7
as
Disadvantaged,
Minority,
Women
Owned
Enterprises
(DBE) should request
certification
If
Interested In supplying
products or services to
Riverside
Transit
Agency (RTA).
Send
comments
or
requests
to:
RTA
1825 Third Street
.
Riverside, CA 92507
'
Attn: Saul Sliva

The filing of this statement
does not of Itself authorize the
use In this state of a flctltlous
business name In violation of
the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law
(Sec. 14400 Et. Seq. B & P
Code)
Statement filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
Count on September 27, 1990.
I hereby certify that this cop7
Is a c01Tect copy of the original
statement on file In my office.
WIiiiam Conerly
County Clerk
FIie No. 907609
/P/10-4,11,18,25, 1990
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Corona, California.
All additional sets of Contract Documents,
as described above, may be purchased for a
non-refundable fee of $25 each, which Includes sales tax and malling costs. A charge
of $5 will be made for the first set malled.
The City Council reserves the right to
reject any and all bids, to waive any Irregularity or Informality In any bid to the
extent permitted by law, or to award the
contract to other than the lowest bidder.
Bidder may not withdraw his bid for fortyfive (45) days after the bid opening.
Contractor shall have a valid Class A or C34 license from the State of California In
order to perform this work.
Pursuant to Public Contract Code Section
No. 22300, the Contractor wlll be permitted
the substitution of securities for any
monies withheld by a public agency to
ensure performance under contract. At the
r equest and expense of the contractor, securities equivalent to the amount withheld
shall be deposited with the public agency,
or with a state or federally chartered bank
as the escrow agent, who shall pay such
monies to the contractor upon satisfaction
completion of the contract. Securltlj?s eligible for Investment under this section
shall Include those listed In Section 16430
of the government code or bank or savings
and loan certificates of deposit. The
Contractor shall be the beneficial owner of
any securities substituted for
monies
withheld and shall receive any Interest
thereon. All such action shall be conducted
In accordance and under the provisions of
all applicable government codes.
For technical Information relating to the
details of the proposed project and/or
bidding requirements, please contact Amad
Qattan, the project engineer, at (714) 7362479.

,
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Dated: 09/17/90
Diedre' Lingenfelter, City Clerk or the City

'

I

,

,

of Corona, California

Announcing
The Grand Opening September 1, 1990
of

C
CD

0
lJ
CD

NOTICE
Riverside
Transit
Agency
(RT A )
has
established
a
FY91
participation goal or
16~ (of UMTA funded
contract opportunities)
to
Disadvantaged
Business
Enterprise
(DBE), this percentage
equals approxlmatel7 :
$97,675.00

/S/ Darlene K. Hellums

-------------1

NOTICE INVITING BIDS for
PROJECT NO. 3-390 in the
CITY OF CORONA, CALIFORNIA

)>

WANTED: Join our family of platform stylists. w·e need hair
stylists w/ clientele, and barber stylists. Call for an appointment/ interview.

FICTITIOUS BUSIJl!ESS
NAME STATEMENT
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
J.D. Enterprises
17341 Taft
Riverside, CA 92508
Gerald F. Hellums
17341 Taft
Riverside CA 92508
Darlene K . Hellums
17341 Taft
Riverside CA 92508
This buslnes.1 ls coaducted b7:
Individuals• Husband & Wife
This registrant commenced to
transact business under the
fictitious business name or
430 E. Whittler names listed above on NIA.

/1,bl~,IJ~,;~~-
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Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices!

~

Petite Tall and Large Sizes
*Better Brand Names
U z Claiborne
Calvin Klein Sport
Comme Classic
Carole U H/e
Ellen Tracey
Christian deCastelnau

I•

1,

Anne Klein
Wild Rose
Sybil
Miss Ashlee
Charter Club
BISWoman

Just to name a few !

\
I

Marn & Carter :Business Center
1045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 92501
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667
Evelyn*Lena*Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve you!
Store Hours: Tuesday-Saturday 10:00 AK-5:30 PK

I
I
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Black Voice News Celebrates

''Red Ribbon Week''
October 22 - 28, 1990
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RUGS
Introduction

Black Voice News

Child rearing is one of the most important tasks anyone ever
performs, and the one for which there is the /'east preparation.
Most of us learn how to be parents through on-the-job training
and by following the example that our parents set.
Today the widespread use of alcohol and other drugs subject
our children and families, and communities to pressures unheard
of 30 or 40 years ago. Frankly, many of us need help to deal with
this frightening threat to our children's health and well-being.
Recent surveys show that we are making progress in our
national battle against some drugs.
Casual use is declining,
attitudes are changing, and we know more about what works to
prevent drug use by our young people.
As parents, we can build on that progress in our own families
by having strong, loving relationships with our children, by
teaching standards of right and wrong, by setting and enforcing
rules for behavior, by knowing the facts about alcohol and other
drugs, and by really listening to our children.

Information from: Growing Up Drug Free: A Parent's Guide
to Prevention (U.S. Department of Education, Washington,
DC)

Thursday, October 18, 1990
SAN BERNARDINO CITY SCHOOLS

DECLARES RED RIBBON WEEK
WHEREAS

the economic loss to California from the abuse of drugs and alcohol
exceeds $17 billion annually; and

WHEREAS

despite the high economic direct cost of illegal use of alcohol and
drugs, its tragic effect on the lives of individuals is far more important
and saddening; and

WHEREAS

drugs and alcohol have been particularly deleterious to the health
and development of youth; and

WHEREAS

the State of California, and the City of San Bernardino have
designated October 22-26, 1990 as Red Ribbon Week in the state
and city; and

WHEREAS

Red Ribbon Week urges commitment to fight drugs and alcohol
abuse with a sign of personal involvement in this fight by wearing a
red ribbon during the designated period; and

WHEREAS

clear declaration of such commitment is in the best interest of our
students and our community ;
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of Education of the
San Bernardino City Schools does declare the week of October
22-26 to be Red Ribbon Week in all the schools of the district and
does urge and encourage all district employees , students, and
friends of the school system to take part in the observance.
Approved by the Board of Education on October 16, 1990
Mr. Hardy L. Brown
Mr. Marlin L. Brown
Mrs. Elisa Diaz
Mr. Lawrence Neigel

Mrs. Shelby Obershaw
Mrs. Lynda Savage
Mr. Lou Yeager

WEAR A RED
RIBBON
Durlnt

RED RIBBON WEEK

DRUG ABUSE DOES NOT RECOGNIZE
AGE, SEX, RACE OR SOCIO-ECONOMJC
FACTORS. IT HAS BECOME, AND CONTINUES TO BE, ONE OF THE NATION'S
MOST SEVERE SOCIAL PROBLEMS.
RIVERSIDE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM SERVICES ARE COUNTY-WIDE,
FOCUSING ON TREATMENT, PREVENTION,
EDUCATION, PUBLIC INFORMATION AND
REFERRAL.

.,.

THFSE SERVICES ARE OFFERED TO ALL
RESIDENTS OF RIVERSIDE COUNTY.
ANYONE IS WELCOME TO CALL OR WALK-IN
FOR HELP.

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
Department of Mental Health
CAROLJ.ADDISS
County Drug Abuse Program Manager

THE CONFIDENTIALITY OF ALL CLIENTS IS
STRICTLY ADHERED TO IN ACCORDANCE
WITH STATE AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS.
~

ARE BASED ON A SLIDING SCALE.

OUR COUNSELING OFFICES AND THE
ADMINISTRATION OFFICE ARE OPEN:
8:00 A.M. - S:00 P .M.
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
(EXCEPT HOLIDAYS)

3925 Orange Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(714) 275-2105
• I
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Teaching Values
Every family has expectations of behavior that are
detennined by principles and standards.
These add up to "values." Children who decide
not to use alcohol or other drugs often make this
decision because they have strong convictions
against the use of these substances--convictions that
are based on a value system . Social, family, and
religious values give young people reasons to say no
and help them stick to their decisions.
Here are some ways to help make your family's
values clear:
• Communicate values openly. Talk about why
values such as ho ne sty, self-reliance, and
responsibility are important, and how values help
children make good decisions. Teach your child
how each decision builds on previous decisions as
one's character is fanned, and how a good decision
makes the next decision easier.
• Recognize how your actions affect th e
development of your child's values. Simply stated,
children copy their parents' behavior. Children
whose parents smoke, for example, are more likely
to become smokers. Evaluate your own use of
tobacco, alcohol, prescription medicines, and even
over-the-counter drugs. Consider how your attitudes
and actions may be shaping your child's choice
about whether or not to use alcohol or other drugs.
This does not mean, however, that if you are in
the habit of having wine with dinner or an
occasional beer or cocktail you must stop. Children
can understand and accept that there are differences
between what adults may do legally and what is
appropriate and legal for children. Keep that
distinction sharp, however. Do not let your children
be involved in your drinking by mixing a cocktail
for you or bringing you a beer, and do not allow
your child to have sips of your drink.
• Look for conflicts between_your words and you
actions. Remember that children are quick to sense
when parents send signals by lheir actions that it's
all right to duck unpleasant duties or to be dishonest.
"Telling your child to say that you are not at home
because a phone call come at an inconvenient time
is, in effect, teaching your child that it is all right to
be dishonest.
• Make sure that your child understands your
family values. Parents assume, sometimes
mistakenly, that children have "absorbed" values
even though they may be rarely or never discussed.
You can test your child's understanding by
discussing some common situations at the dinner
table; for example, "What would you do if the
person ahead of you in line at the theater dropped a
dollar bill?"

Setting and Enforcing Rules

3
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Against the
Use of Alcohol & Other Drugs
As parents, we are responsible for setting rules
for our children to follow. When it comes to alcohol
and other drug use, strong rules need to be
established to protect the well-being of a child.
Setting rules is only half the job, however; we
must be prepared to enforce the penalties when the
rules are broken.
• Be specific. Explain the reasons for the rules.
Tell your child what the rules are and what behavior
is expected. Discuss the consequences of breaking
the rules: what the
ishment will be, how it will
be carried out, how much time will be involved, and
what the punishment is supposed to achieve.
• Be consistent. Make it clear to your child that
no-alcohoVno-drug-use rule remains the same at all
times-in your home, in a friend home, anywhere
the child is.
• Be reasonable. Don't add new consequences
that have not been discussed before the rule was
broken. Avoid unrealistic threats such a "Your father
will kill you when he gets home." Instead, react
calmly and carry out the punishment that the child

expects to receive for breaking the rule.

Getting the Facts
As parents, we need to know about alcohol and
other drugs so that we can provide our children with
current and correct infonnation. If we have a
working knowledge of common drugs-know their
effects on the mind and body, and the symptoms
of their use-we can discuss these subjects
intelligently with our children. In addition, wellinfonned parents are better able to recognize the
symptoms of alcohol or drug-related problems:
At a minimum, you should:
-know the different types of drugs and alcohol
most commonly used and the dangers associated
with each;
-be able to identify paraphernalia associ ated
with each drug;
-be familiar with the street names of drugs;
-know what drugs look like;
-know the signs of alcohol and other drug use
and be alert for changes in your child's behavior or
appearance;
-know how to get help promptly if you suspect
your child may be using alcohol and other drugs.

A Quiz for Parents
1. What is the most commonly used drug in the United States?
(a) heroin (b) cocaine (c) alcohol (d) marijuana

2.
3.
4.
(b) a
equal

Name the three drugs most commonly used by children.
Which drug is associated with the most teenage deaths?
Which of the following contains the most alcohol? (a) a 12-ounce can of beer
cocktail (c) a 12-ounce wine cooler (d) a 5-ounce glass of wine (e) all contain
amounts of alcohol.

S.
Crack is a particularly dangerous drug because it is: (a) cheap (b) readily
available (c) highly addictive (d) all of the above
6. Fumes from which of the following can be inhaled to produce a high:
(a) spray paint (b) model glue (c) nail polish remover (d) whipped cream canister
(e) all of the above
7. People who have not used alcohol and other drugs before their 20th birthday.:
(a) have no risk of becoming chemically dependent (b) are less likely to develop a
drinking problem or use illicit drugs (c) have an increased risk of becoming
chemically dependent.
8. A speedball is a combination of which two drugs? (a) cocaine and heroin (b)
PCP and LSD (c) valium and alcohol (d) amphetamines and barbiturates
Anabolic steroids are dangerous because they may result in: (a) development of
female characteristics in males (b) development of male characteristics in females (c)
stunted growth (d) damage to the liver and cardiovascular system (e) overaggressive
behavior (f) all of the above
10. How much alcohol can a pregnant woman safely consume?
(a) a 6-ounce glass of wine with dinner (b) two 12-ounce beers each day (c) five
4-ounce shots of whiskey a month (d) none
(answers on page 7)
9.
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Winning Essays From Local
Justin
Some drugs are good like the ones doctors give you or pharmacies give you.
The ones on the street are bad. Yet they can both be abused. Drugs sold on the
street are very abusive. Reds are stimulants once used as stress pills now being
abused. P.C.P. or angel dust was once used as an animal tranquilizers is being
abused too. There are all sorts of drugs, and downers are one of the most
weirdest They make you very drowsy and sleepy and nauseated. Uppers makes
your heartbeat very fast, and you sometimes hallucinate. Drugs are substances
other than food that effect the way your mind and body worics. Beer can effect
your mind easily and quickly. You can't walk very straight, anger, frustration and
confusion. People who use drugs need to be handled sometimes very delicate to
stop. Sometimes they have to go to a rehabilitation center to get them better, and
try to get a rehabilitation center to get them better, and try to get them off of drugs.
Drugs come in all shapes and sizes and colors. Drugs are very dangerous to young
children. Drugs as dangerous to anyone who takes them and uses them and
abuses them. Its is very important that drugs are not abused. People who use
drugs sometimes lie and steal for drugs. That is why I don't do drugs.

LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY

Ranette Martin

proudly supports the efforts of

I don't do drugs because I do not like drugs and I'm with God. I don't like
drugs because they are too bad, and my mom does not want me to have drugs. My
mom, if she saw me with drugs, would be sad.
I don't like weed because it is a drug. I want to be a football player, not a drug
dealer. I want to get out of school with an education. I don't like drugs because
I'm with God.
You should not do drugs because you could hurt yourself or die. You should
say no to drugs. You should tell your mother and father not to do drugs. You will
make your family unhappy if you do drugs. You will go to jail for smoking dope.
I had a friend who died because she was doing drugs that a man gave to her. Her
sister was in jail and lived in he streets. She went to live with her grandma. Her
grandma said to her that she couldn't live there because she smoked drugs. I don't
like people who do drugs. I will never do drugs in my life. I have learned my
lesson that drugs are not good for you or me. You arc very nice. Do not do
drugs.

The Black ¼ice News
in the war on drugs
as it presents the
Fifth Annual Red Ribbon Week Anti-Drug Abuse Issue
to involve the youth of our community

Melvin Spurlock

in drug prevention

The reason why I don't do drugs is because they mess up your brain. Did you
know that tobacco, cigarettes are the most traditional drugs. There is a difference
between good drugs and bad ones. Good drugs are like the ones your doctor
prescribes some pills to you and you are supposed to take them as directed. When
you don't follow the directions and take more pills it is called drug abuse. Because
you are abusing yourself as well as the drug. Drugs are against the law in
America. - You see a lot of people on the news or maybe even in your
neighborhood getting arrested for doing drugs. Many women are getting pregnant
and taking drugs. Once you take drugs even just a little bit it will take control of
your brain. It will make you do things like dropping out of school and getting
pregnant. If you take drugs now it will effect your body many years before they
first started taking drugs. So do not take the drugs because we are the future
'! •
..
• •
.. ..
parents of .a drug-free life• •• , , ,
•, •

and make them aware
of the dangers of drug abuse.
B. Lyn Behrens
President
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Middle And Elementary Schools

USERS ARE LOSERS,
DON"T BE A LOSER

Tori McCormick
I do not use drugs because they are addictive and can mess with your mind. by
not using drugs, I feel good about myself, I can think clearly and I am happy.
Even so, it takes guts and integrity not to follow those who try to push drugs on
you.
What really fries me is that some adults, who should know better, actually
contribute to the drug scene. When I was in grade school two of my friends were
prescribed amphetamines by their psychiatrists. In junior-high, these same friends
were taken off their prescription drugs and they immediately turned to street drugs.
When parents, teachers or doctors tell kids that speed kills - and then tum around
and say the same drug is good for children - they betray kids in the worst way.
I am lucky. From the time I was very young, may parents told me about the
evils of all mind-altering drugs. When I got older, I saw friendships tom apart by
Lhe effects of both illegal and legal drugs. In the long run, I have never seen
anything good come from drug use; this is why I don't use drugs.

Curtis Byrd
Drugs might kill you. It will make you dizzy. You can go to jail and get AIDS.
You will go crazy and your heart will stop beating. It will damage your brain.
You would get very sick and you would die. So don't take drugs.

--Tell your children that drug use kills. Tell your children to

CI1~~SE LIFE
BE DRUG FREE

Steve Clute
Assemblyman, Sixty Eigth District California Legislature

Fielp STOP drug abuse

• • •

Ralph Waite supported for Congress by
Charles Ledbetter Moreno Valley Board of Education

Tell your children that drug use kills. Tell your children to

CHOOSE LIFE BE DRUG FREE
Paid for by the Committee to Elect

Ralph Waite
To Congress 37th Congressional District

--·
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ROBERT PRESLEY
California State Senator
Supports community efforts
to rid neighborhoods of
drugs and the problems
caused by drugs use
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If you don't take drugs don't
start, If you take drugs
STOP.
If you know a pusher
report them and help
save our children.

Thursday, October 18, 1990

THE KANSAS
AVENUE SEVENTH
DAY ADVENTEST
CHURCH
WANTS YOU TO
KNOW THAT GOD
WANTS YOU TO
CHOOSE LIFE
BE DRUG FREE

He who chooses Christ shall
have life everlasting,

DAVID KELLY

RON LOVERIDGE

MELBA DUNLAP
Riverside County Supervisor

for the Second District says:
Drug pushers are not your
friend. They sell misery, pain,
and death ...

Riverside City Councilman

California State Assemblyman

Says: Drugs are not a solution
to your problems. Drugs cause
more problems with tfie police,
lawyers, guns, prison,
bankruptcy and death ...

Says: Drugs kill hope, trust,
careers, marriages, husbands,
wives, children, and your future

CHOOSE LIFE
BE DRUG FREE

CHOOSE LIFE
B E DRUG FREE

If you want help to quit taking
drugs or to put a pusher out of
business call my office at
(714) 787-2429

If you take drugs QUIT,
if you know of a pusher call
800-47-DRUGS and save a life.

CHOOSE LIFE
BE DRUG FREE
If you don't take drugs don't '
start, If you take drugs STOP.
If you know a pusher report
them and save a few lives.

Reading, writing, arithmetic & drug abuse ...

.

.

Drugs destroy our children's hope, drive and ambition.
Take the time to teach your children about drugs . Teach
them that drugs are a dead end, that life is full of many
choices and that you want the best for them, tell them to:
CHOOSE LIFE BE DRUG FREE
By working together we can make a difference.
Committee to Elect

Robert Hammock
To Congress 36th Congressional District

-iBudweiser Salutes Red Ribbon Week ••• Know. Wtlen to Say When

.

: ,~·-· ·· ·
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Talking With And Listening To Your Child
Many parents hesitate to discuss alcohol and other
drug use with their child. Some of us believe that
our children couldn't become involved with illegal
substances. Others delay because we don't know
what to say or how to say it, or we are afraid of
putting ideas into our children's heads.
Don't wait until you think your child has a
problem. Many young people in treatment programs
say that they had used alcohol and other drugs for at
least two years before their parents knew about it.
Begin early to talk about alcohol and other drugs,
and keep the lines of communication open.
Don't be afraid to admit that you don't have all
the answers. Let your child know that you are
concerned, and that you can work together to find
answers. Some references that may help are listed
on pages 41 -48 of this guide.
Here are some basic hints for improving your
ability to talk with your child about alcohol and other
drugs:
•Bea good listener. Make sure your child feels
comfortable bringing problems or questions to you.
Listen closely to what your child says. Don't allow
anger at whal you hear to end the discussion. If
necessary, take a five minute break to calm down
before continuing. Take note of what your child is
not saying, too. If the child does not tell you
questions about what is going on at school or in
other activities.

Be available to discuss even sensitive subjects.
Young people need to know that they can rely on
their parents for accurate infonnation about subjects
that are important to them. If your child wants to
discuss something at a time when you can't give it
full attention, explain why you can't talk, set a time
to talk later, and then carry through on it!
• Give lots of praise. Emphasize the things your
youngster is doing right instead of always focusing
on things that are wrong. When parents are quicker
to praise than to criticize, children learn to feel good
about themselves, and they develop the selfconfidence to trust their own judgment.
• Give clear messages. When talking about the
use of alcohol and other drugs, be sure you give
your child a clear no-use message, so that the child
will know exactly what is expected. For example,
"In our family we don't allow the use of illegal
drugs, and children are not allowed to drink."
• Model good behavior. Children learn by
example as well as teaching. Make sure that your
own actions reflect the standards of honesty,
integrity, and fair play that you expect of your child.

Facts on Tobacco
We know that smokers are 10 times as likely as
nonsmokers to develop lung cancer and 3 times as
likely to die early ages from heart attack. In fact, in
1985, smoking the leading cause of early death
among adults. Nicotine, the active ingredient in

GEORGE BROWN

The constitution protects your right to choose,
CHOSE LIFE, BE DRUG FREE
.
. As your congress~onal repr~sentative I have labored long and hard to protect your rights to
hfe, liberty and the pursmt of happiness that our Constitution and The Bill of Rights have established.
. . Drugs rob _us of these freedoms by enslaving the minds of drug users robbing of them of
their will and leading them down a path that leads to unemployment, financial ruin ruined
families, prison and death.
'
Please choose life, Say no to drugs. If you use drugs stop. If you need help ... ask. If you
know someone that sells drugs tum them in. By working together we can fulfill the promises made
in our Constitution and The Bill of Rights.

GEORGE BROWN
United States Congressman 36th Congressional District
I.
,

-a. - -

--

Answers
1. (c) Because it is legal for adults and widely
accepted in our culture, alcohol is the drug most
often used in the United States.
2. Alcohol, tobacco, and marijuana. These are the
"gateway" drugs, drugs that children are first
exposed to and whose use often precedes use of
other drugs.
3. Alcohol. More than 10,000 teenagers die in
alcohol-related traffic accidents in 198 40,000 more
were injured.
4. (e) All four contain approximately 1.5 ounces
of alcohol.
5. (d) Small quantities of crack can be bought for
as little as $5.00. The low price makes it easily
affordable to young people. In addition, crack is
thought to be one of the most addictive drugs.
6. (e) Virtually anything that emits fumes or
comes in aerosol fonn can be inhaled to obtain a
high.
7. (b) Early use of alcohol and other drugsoften by age 15 or less-is strongly associated with
drug-related problems such as addiction.
8. (a) Combining cocaine and heroin is
increasingly popular as a way of trying to lessen or
control bad side effects.
9. (t) Steroid users subject themselves to more
than 70 side effects. The liver and cardiovascular
and reproductive systems are most seriously affected
by steroid use. In females, irreversible masculine
traits can develop. Psychological effects in both ,
sexes can cause very aggressive behavior and
depression.
10. (d) Medical researchers have not established

any safe limits for alcohol intake during pregnancy.

REELECT

.

tobacco, is as addictive as her and fewer than 20
percent of smokers are able to quit first time they
try. Despite these facts, many children these
products.
• 18 percent of high school seniors are daily
smoke 11 percent smoke 10 or more cigarettes per
. day.
• Young people who use cigarettes are also at
great for all other drug use.
• 70 percent of all children try cigarettes, 40
percent them before they have reached high school.
• Cigarettes contain more than 4,000 harmful
substances, several of which cause cancer.
• 12 percent of boys and 1 percent of girls have
chewed tobacco or used snuff. Smokeless tobacco is
just addictive and harmful as tobacco that is smoked.
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NEED HELP?
___ Toe Rivfflide County Schools Studert Awareness~ has informallon and the corlldenllol
answers to your questions about

... DRUGS
.•• ALCOHOL
... EMOTIONAL CONCERNS
24 HOURS A DAY FROM ANY TOUCH TONE TEI..EPHONE.
Just select the tape =ssage you want to 1-, then enter the number when the
computer requests it.
(Toll (rtt to the Riuerside a,ea only)

108 I s ~ a Chemical ~ m in Our
. House: A Parent's Drug Quiz
109 Do I HaYe a Chemical ~ m: A
StudentC..Z
110 General lrlormation on Marijuana
111 Side Effects d Marijuana
112 Is Marijuana Hamtul?
113 Medical Uses d Marijuana
114 The Effect d Marijuana on Driving
a;..i Operating EqLip=rt
115 General lrlormation on Cocaine
116 How Is Cocaine Used?
117 Is Cocaine Add"~ ?
11 8 What M the Effects d Using Cocaine?
11 9 M ~ Medical Uses for Cocaine?

120
121
122
124

125
126
127

128
129

130
131
l 32
133
134

308 Head Uce lrlormation

31 2
313
31 4
315
316
317
31 8

319 Helping the Family d the Alcoholic Cope
320 Facts about Drinldng
321 TeKhing Responlible Drinking
322 Miling Dn,gs and Akchol
323 Alcoholics Anonymous
324 The TwelYe Traditions d

Alcohol <Mrdooe
Raponaible 1'11\y 0..,
Alcohol and Yow Health

Fetal Alcohol Syndro=
Stated Alcoholism
Tl'Mlmenl d Alcoholism
Alcoholism: A Family Crisis

325
326

327
328

329 Suicide: Facts and Myths

330 T- . . Suicide
331 Suicide: Helping the Sun.wor
332
333
334
335
336

Sbess: What ii It?
Stress in Childhood
Stress in ~
Effects d Stress
Managing Stress

. .. The San ~rnardino City Unifi,d 5"hool Distrirt Stud, nt Awar, ness Systtm has informat ion
a nd 1hr ronfidf'nt ia l ans wers to yo ur quesrions about

... DRUGS

... ALCOHOL
... EMOTIONAL CONCERNS

i,:.-l____---1

Stimulants
PCP

309 Head Lice T reatrnent

310 What is Alcoholism?
311 Alcohol and i1s History

NEED HELP?

1:,;.-------i

lnhalarts

Barbiturates
C.-ludesand Sopon
I.SO
Narcc~cs and Opiates
Velum and Librium
Tobecco, SmJf and Pipes,
It's All The Sa=
Drug Abu~ lrlormation
ForPa~Only
For Parents: What you need to know
about Marijuana.
The Chemical Eye Openers:
Speedy St"' and Cocaine
Designer Drugs aren't fashionable
CloYe Cigarettes
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CALL

24 HO URS A DAY FROM ANY TOUCH TONE TELE-

381-5888

PH ONE . Ju st select the ta pe message you want to hear .
the n enter the number when the comp u te r requests it.

DR l'G IWOR\IATIO\
108 Is Ther, a Chemiral Prob lem in
Ou r House: A Paren t's Dru~ Quiz
109 Do I Ha,·, a Chemiral Problem :
A Student Qu,z
110 Cf" neral Informa tion on \farijuana
Ill Sid, Effects of Mariiuana
112 Is \1arijuana Harmful?
l 13 \1,diral
of \1arijuana
ll-1 Th, Effect of \1aniuana on Dm in~.
fh·in~. and Opera tin~ Equ ipment
115 Gt' nnal l nformat,on on f.of'a111r
116 How 1~ Corainr- l ''-td?
117 I, Coraint· Adcl1 r 11vf''?
118 \l.'hat Are oh, Efft1 ,, of l ,111~ C:o,·a111,!
119 Are There \ l,d1ral 1·;e, for c,,..ain, 1
120 Inhalant;
121 St1mulan1,-Cn-,1al \ lrohamph,tanune

t·,..,

i,!~-------1
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Alcoholics Anonymous
Women Alcoholcs
Facts for Teenagon About Alcohol
Waning Signs d Alcoholism
Alcoholic in the Family

Adolescents
340 The EIIKts d Mlliely
341 Idealism, Frustration, and

1-12 Prt> n ·n 1io n a nd l nlnn• n lio n rn lhf'
Elt'mrn tar y S,·hool..

STUDENT AWARENESS SYSTEM

\arro1irs and Op,alt-s

\"al1um and Libri um
Ci~arettes. Pipe,. Snuff. It 's .-\ll the
Same
130 Dru~ Ahus, Information for Parents
Onh
13 1 for Parent• : What You \ttd 10 Kno-.
About \1aniuana
l.12 ~p,..J S11ll Kill,
m Df'i,,1~nf'r Dru,z.. .\rt>n ·1 Fa ii h10na b)t'
l.l-1 CloH• Ci,zart'llf,
32 1 )11, 1 Sa, \ o to Crarl

ALCOHOi. IWOR\1 .-\ TIO\
310 Wha t 1• .-\lrnhol1 •m~
31I Alo-o hol and 11 , H1,1nn
312 Alo-n hol (h erdo,,
31-1 Alrohol and ) ou r Health
315 fl'lal -\~·ohol S,ndrumr
.1 11> '-••~es of Alr·ohol1, m
".~ 17 Trf-'almt'HI of .\IC'oholi:-m
.1 18 .-\l,-ohuli•m : \ Fanuh Cn,1,
~19 Hr lp111~ th, f'dm1h of tlu- -\ lr11lu 1l1<
Cop..,

C0\1\11 .\JTY l\ f'IIH\1.-\Tl f).\
1 I I ffo...,· to Find H,·lp in 1h .. Sa u Hn na r,11110
Ci t~· l.'n ifi ,..,J ~duH, I n1 .,1ri,·1

Demoralization Disease
342 Sexual Abuse d Children

Barbi turatrs
Quaaludes and Sopors
LSD

125
126
127
128
12()

Far, .. .\ l,011 1 Or1nl111~
\1 1,111~ Dru~ .. and .\ kuhol
-\ lr11 hulir .. -\ nnn~ mou ..
Tht'
t'ln· Trari1t 1on .. of -\ lroh,,1,,. ..

r ..

\mm _,mm, ..
\\ nnw11 \kuhol1, ..

Fa,·1.. fn1 T,•,· naj,!t'r .. .\ht,u l Drmlm~
~ ·arrnni1t ~1,z:11 .. of .\ l1·ohoJ1 .. m
.\ 11 oh11l11 in lht' Famil~

f:\10TJO\ .\J. <J I \ CER\~
329 ~11 i1·11l1•: Fa.-t .. and \h 1h ..
~-10 Trrna~r Su1n,t..
.HJ Su1nri1• : H.. lp m,z 1h,· ~llnl\o r
112 Sir .... ,: \\" ha t ,.. 11!
.1~:1 Slrt', .. UI U 11ldli w,d
:n1 Stn•~ .. 111 .-\rl11l1•.. , · t' t ll't-'
11.'i Eff.. , 1.. ul ~!rt' ....

337 Depression
338 Helping Someone Who is ~
339 Depression in Children and

PCP

122

m

\fana~rn~ ~lrt' .....

u t',, rt' .... JOfl
H.. lp1n,z Sumt'oll t' \l ho 1.. Drprf"4i~d
1),-pr,•.. .. um in Chilrirf' n anri Ariolt'~rt nts
Tiu· Efff'1•1.. of :\11 x 1f' h
~,.xual Ahu .. ,. •if ChtlrirPn

I ~l Part•fll ~11pp11 rl Crou p-JU ~o Y,HJ \rant to h,. a p,..t' r l,adn
.l/111 Hf'ati I.wt' Information
Ht'ad l.w,.. T rt-alm Pnl

STUDENT AWARENESS SYSTEM

... CONFIDENTIAL
... ANONYMOUS
... ALWAYS AVAILABLE

CONFIDENTIAL
... ANONYMOUS
... ALWAYS AVAILABLE
If yo u need an y informat ion ro nre rnin/l: drug o r alcoh ol referral s ca ll The Resou rce
Cent er a l 825-3883 , 8 :00-5:00. Monday- Friday.

For24 Hour
CrlslslntenentJon
Assistance
Call the Rlvenlde
County Helpline at
(714) 686-4357
(714) 686-HELP

Th is Studenl Awareness System informat ion is made
possible as a community service by a grant from General
Telephone Company of Californ ia to 1he San Berna rdino
Commun ily Againsl Drugs, Inc .• in cooperation with
the San Bernardi no City Un ified School Dislrict.
I
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The informal ion provided on the tapes does not refl ect the views of General Telephone
~~:.;t:o:,~:;t::~to Comm uni ty Against Drugs. Inc. and / or the San Bernardino City
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